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Theme

The performance of sensor and comnmunication systems can be limited significantly by hostile Electronic Counter Measures
(ECM~). These include passive measures such as radar and laser warning receivers, interception, emitter location systems as well
as active measures such as jammsers in various roles using different techniques and deception devices. The Warsaw Pact nations
are known to possess a large number of different Electronic Warfare (EW) systems covering the entire frequency spectrum.
These EW systems and techniqu,:s were the subjects of the 52nd Avionics Panel (AVP) Symposium which was held in Florence,
Italy in 1986.

The symposium follows up and complements the 52nd AVP Meeting and concentrates on Electronic Counter-Counter
Measures (ECCM) which may be designed into sensor and communications systems, and proeure to alleviate the adverse
effects of the expected electronic threat. The symposium covern ECCM ranging from frequency agility to spread spectrum and
data fusion techniques for both sensor and communications systems and will encourage cross-fertilization between the users,
engineers and scientists working in the two disciplines thus stimulating new id=a and/or new applications of the known
techniques. As far as terrestrial and satellite communications systems are concerned. we have to provide not only for protection
against ECM but also for compatibility and interoperability of the radio systems used by different forces participating in joint
operations and for systems shared by member nations of NATO.

The~me

Les performance% des systemes; de detection et de Odecmmurtications peuvent itre limiu~cs de faqon sensible par Ics
contremesures s&lctroniques hostiles (ECM). Celles-ci cumprennent les mesures passives. telics. que Ics rticepteurs ifaterte
radar ex laser. l'interception, ct les ensembles de repirage dec ýmetteurs, ainsi que les mesures, actives, telles que les brouillcurs
employ~s dans divers r6les it I'aide de difkrentes techniques et Uec diff~rents syst~mcs de diception.

Les pays du Pacte de Varsovic possedent un grand nombre dc systemes differcnits de guerre electronique (EW) qui couvrent
tout le spectre de fr~quence%_ Ces, syst~mcs et techniques EW ont fait Uobjet du 52ýme symposium du Panel AGARD
d'avionique. organise en 1986 il Florence en Italic.

Ce symposium suit et complite lcs travaux de la 52ýme riunion du Panel. 11 concerne principalement Ins contre-contremesures
Olectroniques (ECCM) %usceptibles d'&tre intcgr&s aux systcmes de cktection et de t&communicaltituns. ainsi quc les
procedures qui seraient a suivre afin de contrer Ics effets nefastes dc la menace 6lectronique escompti&.

Lc symposium couvre tout l'6ventail des techniques ECCM. de I'agiliti dc fitiquences it 16talement du spectre. sans oublier les
techniques de fusion dtes donnies pour Ins systimeis de detection ct dc tlicommunicatioris, et doit permettre une certaine
osmose entre Ins utilisateurs. Ics ingenieurs et Ins scientifiques qui travaillent dans Ins deux disciplines, sollicitant ainsi des idties
nouvelles ct/ou des applications novatrices pour ces techniques connues.

En cc qui concerrne Ics systimes de telecommunications terrestres et Ins systemes spatiaux. nou% nous devons d'assurer non
seulement la protection contre I'ECM. mais ausisi la cou-.patibiliti et P'interoperabiliti des systimes radio et des systi~mes
"rtipartis entrc Ins pays ntembres de I'OTrAN et utilis;-s par les diffirentle% force% participant aux opeirations combin~s.
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KEYNOT ADDWESS

by

Dr4eg. Hans-Weraer Fw-qeger
Head of the Electronics and Communications Di vision
Federal Office of Defense Technology and Procurement

5400 Koblenz
Germany

It's an honour and a pleasure for me to respond to your invitation and present the Keynote Address to this AGARD Avionitcs
Panel Sympomaum.

I'm also delighted to welcome you to Germany. Surely, your choice of Munich as venue for this Symposiun, is not pure
coincidence. For many Germans Munich is the so-called 'secret- capital of the Republic and this is unlikely to N× changed N.
the unificaton of Germany, regardless which city may then become the official capital.

Of course I'm also certain that your timing of this Symposium is not a cotnc'dence either. The natives of Munich contend that
their Oktoberfest is the largest carnival in the ,orld. They awe probably nog.. because six to seven million visitors who consume
five million litres of beer - that's hard to beat. I would assume that you also will not be oblivious to the attraction of the
Oktoberfest which - by the way - celebrates its 180th anniversary.

The theme you have chosen for this Symposium is -Electronic Counter-Counter Measures for Aviorucs Sensors and
Communicauon Sv-lems-. This is a subject which is not onl, of high technical interest, but in mv vicv, it is alo totally
independent of the political deelopments and thus always current.

In bnef the present political situation can be described as follows:

- The systems of the NATO Alliance and the Warsa'a Pact are revising their policies and strategies.

- East and West will reduce their force levets both. in terms of manpo'aer and matenal. This means cuts in the defence
budgets and thus in expenditures for hardware.

- As a consequence of German unification Germany is faced with the pr,' lem of integrating in some fashion the remants of
the East German Army in the Bundeswehr. You are aware that our Chancellor has ottered a reduction of the German
Federal Armed Forces to a force level of 370.000 troops.

I believe, it is true to say that the priority policy objectives in East and West at present are to create more peace wkith fewer arm,.
Let's hope. it works,

A"- imn'tdia~e ,nhisecvuence ,4 -,ns reductions is the need to fhrther eriharie our command & control and intelligence
collection capability in order to ensure continuity of our defence posture at an agreed Ilower lesel. For this reason
reconnaissance and C-cub< s-,e-ms. and I'm talking aboiut sensors and communications. have been assigned a set' high
pnonri at NATO level and by the German Federal Armed Forces.

tiowever, such command & control and intelligence codection capability can only be ensured if the equipment and the systems,
design.d for ihis nrnsswn have adequate ECCM properties. There arc two fundamentalls different approaches to achieve thi,
objective:

- b. electronic -armor- - which ensures that hostile ECM cannot penetrate. and thus retain the functioning of equipment
and systems, or

- by electrontic -concealment and deceptoh"i - which impairs or denies recon'naissance by an advrsar-.

Since the Vienna arms reducuon talks andior subsequent negotiatuons wil not remnct elecronic warfare the technodogy for
ECM and ECCM will continue tobe advanced commensurate w*th progres- in the sate of the an. And as far as I am concerned
this is a field which does not lend itself to effective scnficaton anyway.

T ,heretoe. the objective of electrmc wuinfar will continue to be to achueve supenonty in the total electromagnetic spectrum, to
aim for dectroic easiki ci the adversary and thus retan the command & control and reconnarmssance capabthit) of the
frieAuy forea while denying the advefsry's capability to the maxmum extent possible. T'hat makes electromc warfare, and in
parbduar the rabumess ot friendly Systems agaist hostile ECM. a geinume Itome multiplier.

Electronc wure fits well into the defensive structures which are appropriate to the present political situation. This incayes
their relative pnwoity in armamiet plan and it s parmiularly true for all FCCM. I would certainly not app!y -o the siame
degree to SIGrNT and EUINT and ECM IAn general



.Morcover. NATO introduced the term -Electronic Protective Measures for the purely ddensive part of elect-ronic warfar
,hich. in addition to 1ECM also includes active electronic making against hostile SI(GINT and ELINT. but no ECM against

oher reconnaim.ancc Sensors and commumicanon failities. So. further develnpmem of electronic protcnves measures will

likely Ne an important task for the near future.

Howe,%vr, this task wva't be all that eas' to acconplish since - hopefully - we will not have such a clearly defined threat
scenario in the future. it will require the dt,,opmeit of scenario based o•u available technolok m- and the produ4iut which ate
offered on the world market. My very personal opinion is that. because of the process of detente and the treaties envisaged with

the USSR, we will have to develop a new concept of electronic warfare in the years to come.

One of the items on the agenda that the AGARD Symposium will address in detail over the next few days is itechnicalsucs of
ECCM for sensors and communications systems& Intially, when elcctronic warfare started o World War 11 it was linuted
primarily to the radar sector. To this day there are no effective techiuques to protect analog radio svstcms agauin, hostile [CM.
This is why for a long tmn the radio community focussed their attention on the prot.ction of transmissions against
eavesdroppitg, in other words, COMSEC. Only the advent of digital radio transmission introduced effective ECCM in this
field and in many cases good protection against detection was achieved as well.

Howeser, the advances in ECCM tochnology have brought about a situation. •here man is more and more excluded froiT the
operational processcs. At bst he wil switch mtrodes and some systems do that automatically already.

GCnerally speaking the ECM robustnes of recemonaissance and communication systems is increasingly determined by the

configuratuon, that is to sa) b:y the overall system design, rather than by the individual piece of hardware. Because of the

extensivc use of the entire electromagnet"c spectrum and the many different types of interference signals - also including man-

made noise - the ECCM capabditic, contnbute already in peacetime to the performance of the sen.kor,% and communication,
systems. I thunk, this can tbe regarded as a bona fide -spin-off".

A maior problem in particular for defence electronic equipment is the discrepancy betweem the life cycle of rMore than 20 w"ar*

on the one hand. the changes in operational conditions within shorter time spans. and the tedhnologicai adsances *which hae a
shorter timc constant still. on the other. This is of course the reason wh) %e go tot 7he growth potential approach for major

s.scrms which i mostly true for %eapon systems and their electronics.

.My impresvon is that we have somewhat neglected the option of uhsecrient performance improwmerhnt potential of

rcconnaissance and comminacatlons systems during the development tf tLhs, systeim, Since the sCope of data proce.sing for

,,owqipscatcd ,sytcms i, steadily increasing, our oliiuns fot adjusting to changes in olicraruinal requirenwnts are in cxencc the
modificztion of the sofiwarc In my opinion %c must make considerably more uPsC of the'se optIosM. ()therwise we run the risk of

falling behind in this sital ficid of command & control and intclligcicc collection. And in the light tof dimin:%hing defcncc

budgets the life cycles of defence eouipment %ill likel, be extcnded. even %4ith reduced force leels

A ,pecial aspec- of electronic ,Aarfare v- simulatioin not Anly to demonstrate the performance of the systcm during

deselooment. but alo during its %erNice life and for the i-.%mnne of the operatorl% h• m•orc comples LCM and [CCM
techniques become, the less can their capabilities be dter .mtra~cd without the tool of simulatlin and the -,eak points of the
s.,,em he identified at the same time. I iieve this is an aspr'ct that considerably more effort mutt he devoted to in the future

Ultimately all consderations are dictated by, political de&.roprnents Thew developments will determne th• wvope of future
armament planning and acquisition. Bul. be that as it may. the performance of recontnaisantc and communications ss stems w ill

t" matenally a funcuton of their F.CCM capabilitht and vce all know that such capbitiuc% arc not just an add-on feature - the-

arc major cnteiw of :he sy !--n design Like testability -CCA robustness cannot be integrated in a systcm afterwards.

Let me conclude my presentation by summarizing the i.c-., ie oe,.vnt,0

- With decreasing force lesels command & control .d imteligenrce collection will be eCin more important in the future

- Therefore. the perfor-mance of reconinais-sance and comrmunications syst-.'mi must meet sere special demands.

- Their performance is matenaily a function of their .CC'M capabilit".

- The ECCM capability has a major impact on sseLm design; ii cannot he integrahed afterwards

- The options for growth potential must he taken account of duning development in order to per•mt adaption to changes in
operational requirements.

- Because of the use of data processuig these options will be based more and more on modification of the software-

This AGARD Symposuiu addresses ECCM for r-conawmac and communications in the frequency spectrum up to cm- and

mm-waves. In the light of the growu sigifican•e• o elwtro-optics. especially in the sensor field. it is obv#ious thOt EOCCM will
be a very relevant subject to be dealt with in the future

It ha been a j,'V•lege to piesmt t•h K, ytKc Addrieits -tli-t S)7nposaumn I hope that you will have a fruidtfu sessin anId wish
you a pleasant stay in Munich. Germany'* -scc'et" c~aital, and a goxid tine with lots of fun at the Oktobeifest.

ha



eathod to enhance azimuth accuracy by &hr. use of the
A orio knowledge of the antetnna Rattern.

by
li.E. ooekatra

SOKP Techntical Centre
p/o Dox 174, 2501 CI The Mague, The Metherlwrids

This paper presents a method to remve sidetcozeOw ato
contaminat ion in amntmwe miasurasen s for a ci rcular cour-se stud heading
scan enters . Althoughi the qappoach described is in
principle only appicable to situations where the Icrossing
janna.rg is consitent ovr one scan of date and requires "uto target
perfect knowuledge oi the own antanna pattern, it is pos itio
shown that the method provides, a skb-tontmial
enhanewtt if these conudit ions are weakened. The
msthaotics used are not new, but this particular
application eight be.

I ntrogjct io fiur 1. Geowtr-l,

Passive tracking from moving platform requires
precise knowledge of own position anud Orientation and AihM~ueet
accurate measurements of emitter bearings. in the tear
future, we expect that moving platform wilt be In active and passive tracking, stdelobe
equipped with precise positiontal navigation system contamination can cause faulty measuremensrS and even

suchi as GPS and/or .ITIOS Relative Navigation. arid then ghost strobs or tracks. This is illutstrated in
one of the current impediments. a precisely known out figures 3 and 4. In figure 3, we have a syrtthetized
Location ard orientation at "w cmaint of time, will be antwu-.a pattern and we assume~ that the anitennia points
reoved. The other inpaiment. accurate location of towards a target. A jaiming strobe enters the~

1mmr strobee is the subject of this papr. sesaurament via the sidetobes of the antennua and i Is

In this paper the baic mathematics supporting the
method are reviewed. Analysis of the oprational

behavior and inftu.~ens of noi-stationwity of the
sensor or rapid chsnges in the anvirormat on the
quality of the solution are discussed.

Azimuth accurgacyH

To iltiutrate the problem, consider the results of _______t______-

a spt totsquarm aproach, to diaterunine the 0 * a 'a

&MItlios of an lwtting target at a range of 200 rim.
The onplatform direction crosses the bearing to the Figure 2. Simple Least Squares
target at Wei" between -900 anud 900 and has a
strai ht I Ins, Laintfore apeed. Thei gamnt ry Is gshown i n
filpwie I1. The inprtance of the acietwacy Of the effect on the coverage is showni in figure i.. The
baowing for achieving feet convetgeme eveit in aidelobe contamirat ion is tied to the direction of the
9- trlcally adeustaeousa situations Is shown in msin tab of the anstenna, thus generat ing ghost strobes
ligipra 2. Corwigense one assumd swhe 3 successive or faise alarm in the case of active radar emissions
swrs Uwee within 3 re feon each other. ftre compea in the direction of the min labe.
algoritheis could geoavide better solutIone, but that is
rot the ashact Of this poor. Manty syste use guard antennsis or adaptive

sidetobe comcelliing to previiit this Itype of
contsoinot ion and then additional antennias are required
to wmoitor ea~ch jinor. In the aproach, described in
this paper, only the signet from the main anternsa is
used.



ftatheMiticait beckuoi

An antenna measurement v (see figure 3) is the
f resutt of an inner product of the anteinna with the

actual environment. It is ai-ociated to the direction

of the main Lobe of the antenna, here indicated by the

index a. The actual envirorit is supposed to be
discretised as an w-tupLe M". !t is this vector *

(outer circle in figure 3) that we want to determine.

A complete scan is the N-tupte y. consisting of N

measuremnts in the w azimuth directiors. This U-tup:e

is the circular convolution of the antenna

characteristics with the enviroreent and it can be
and jamer stroae represented by the matrix-vector product:

XU ~W . .....---- I............................)

ThS mhth The forml solution of (1) is then given as:

The method presented below, seem to be perfectly

suited for real time alicatlons, esecially when =-V =

special purpose hardware (a commerciatty available -1 -1

array processor or a programmble spectrum analyzer) is VU

used. A complete enhancement of orie &can of -1.................................

measuratents couid take less than 200 miLL iseconds, and -.

because this can be done by special hardware it does

not need to constitute an additionalt Irden to existing whiere the matrix W is defined betow, e is its

r'oessing capebiLi ty complex conjugate, and w is defined by w exp(2wi/N):

The method requires OC6log2M) operations, with W 1 ..

the number of azimjth resolution cells. A system with 1 .. w-I

a 12 bits aziiuth resolution 2s 
2
1u.-v azimith . (1/i') *I . 2(-1) (3)

resolution cells. Conventionat methods to perform the I.

same result would use standlard matrix irrversion w1 w- ( .

techniques requiring O(C2 ) to O(Mi ) operations to

obtain the s result. The evaluation of (2) can be done by two

consecutive OFTs and some vector mutiptications. in
C owledge of the pattern of the own antenna is a total 6llogi operations. A detailed derivation is

prerequisite. We asum that this oIledge is provided in AppIeix A to this paper.

available as a disCretised pattern defined by the I1-N

tw4pie !Z of the aitervu g'ina for each aziaith The matrix 4 in (2) is a diagonal mitrix with

resolution cell. c w(n-1)(11-1) in the n-th raw, and P is the

persymtric matrix (see appendix A, equation '5.4).

Should one of the eiger-va•ues of ON be 0, then one

could substitute any va!,je for its inverse. This mans

that the corresponding eigenvector of W has a weight
equal to zero in the 0iscrete Fourier Transform of the

anterna pattern. Then the DFT 4f the measurement

witt have a weighting equal to zero as well for this

eiga-ivector. because it is the result of a corrklutior.

of the antenna pattern and the envJrcavnt (see(1)).

In general an antenna is used within a certain

bendidth and this msee that the nulls in the anter4,a

pattern are filled tp. AlFo the antenna is rotating

nd thsu the gain in on' particular d,;-ctiw is the

averag gain over the time period needed to rotate over

Fipam 4. Coversge red•ctlo onr azimIth resolution cell.
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Mardwae rewai rements one out of the 50 A/C jammeing and with 7 A/C jaming.
Jamming was defined as 100 cO above normal detection

For 4096 azimjth resolution colts, I.e. Na4M9, Level.
this approach is about 60 times faster than whe the
inverse was comut~ued with other mothoft 12,3]. Thus The results in figures 6 and 7 show the unprocessed
solution of (2) becomme feasible as a real time retu -ns anid the processed returns of the case with one
operation. Moreover, fast efficient and relatively jaws ng target. In the unprocessed returns other
cheap hardware for DFT's and Inner products exists. targits are then th.. jmmmar are comletely masked. The

proct used :-*turns reconstruct the bea.-ings. as they
An estimate, based on the specified computing times would took without jasmming.

for the Magnavox-MAP, gives a total comuting time for
of less than 200 meets. Imperfect knowledge of the ant""~ pottern

The technique, described above would requirt In a live environment, one canniot expect a perfect
knowledge of the far-side Lobes anid the backlobes of an knowledge of the own antenna pattern. To invest igate
antenna. A well. designed antenna could have its first this effect, the reference anternsa pattern was
sidelobes below -40 dl; and the backlobes will be disturbed anid the results of the sae tests are
sthbstatistialy Lower. measuring these is difficult; disptayed. Although the detection of flor-Jainifg
using them for pattern watching could be cumersom. targets in the close neighbourhood of jammers is st i LIL
Nowever, if we restrict ourselves to the area around cumbersome, the jamming impact is substantially reduced
the main beam of the antenna, then the circulant and the bearing to the jemmers themselves is improved.
behavior of the matrix is lost an we are stuck with Results obtained with imperfect antenna knowledge
the roeplitz behavior which imean that although the before and after processing are shownv in figures 8 and
matrix to be inverted become smeller, the inversion 9.
procedure becomes more coml icated.

in principle It is possible to use a transversal
filter watched to the main bees arnd near side-lobes of Until now , it was tacitly assumed that the
the anterwia pattern in a kind of monopulse mode. !hen, envirornment is stationary. In real life, this will not
one cannot reject strong jammiers which still influence be the case. To investigate these effects, the
the measurement but are beyond the azimuth coverage of envirorwent was randomnly perturbe from slarit to slant
the matched filter. Rather then performing the algorithm once each scan of

3600 it could be performed once eve'ry 200 and the
The method described is, subiject to stationarity results of this process show that the algorithm can

requirements, able to resolve up to N jammrs. handle weekly non-stationary jamers. Because the
azimuth resolution of jammers is enhanced, the process

AID convo~ters. working at sufficiently high uipdate described in thii. paper, could also be used as a first
rates, wi~h sijfficient resolution to cover the whole step to impreve adaptive sidelobe cancellIing methods to
entenna pattern in detail are at the edge of handle strongly non-stationary jamrs.
tzchnology. Further resolution could be obtained by
using etteru.atore for salureted signals and by keeping AdditOnal benefits
track when these ittenusjtors are switched on sand off so
that the dyninic range of the signal can be restored The algorithm described above could be modified to
for subsequJent floating point processing, or by sharine calibrate the knowledge of the own antennia pattern.
the A/fl converter between two receivers differing in Rather than measuring an w*nOwwI environment. one
gain, measures a known emitter andS ues these measurements to

determine the antenna pattern. Such a measurement
Results could be performed in flight and the improved knowledge

of the own antemao pattern would greatly supprt the
The method, described above, was simulated using azimuth airancemnt process described above an could

the KATO ataridard scenario. This is a scenario be used to monitor system performace.
developed at STC to analyze tracking performence. This
scenario consists of 50 targets flying Into a The method could also be ueed to improve the
surveillatnce area whoere they perform dogleg inoeuvras azimuth resolution of simple radar system, for
until they reach a maoeuvre ares wlere they turn 180 instance navigational systems, in a non-j~ing
degrees. On. their way bock ttey perform dosleg wwirornmnt.
mooeiuvres again. An overview of this scenario Is

presented in figure 5.

All targets are assumed to hae" detectable
ref lactions or amissions. The method was tested with
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nuajlok of Autosmatic CmAstetlon, Voalue 11, Linear
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Springer-Veriag, 1971, pp 93-110. I . . .i .1.

(5] Merz G. "Fast Fourier Transform J... 1 -1 j . .
algorithm and applications", In: "Compjtational I . li I1 ..
aspects of complex analysis", H. Warner a.o. (Ede),
Reldel, Dordrecht, 1913, pp 249-271. . ... 1

II . . ..

* - . C 1 . . .
a•endix A: MathAmtical backaroqnd f. . .

A complete measurement is the M-tt4•e 4 consistirn
of V me•rements in the N azimJth directions. This N- = c0  * c_ 1 * .. + .------------ (4)
tupie is the circular convolution of the antenna
characteristics with the enviroment and it can be Observe that 61*61 52, and for shift operators
represented by the matrix-vector product: Ki'6j a 4k where kui+j modulo N. thus we can write

(4) as:

y;"*lI...................1 0 * 1lf cm 1- 1S= 0•° c•l• 1  . ... =._•'

The formal solution of (1) is then given as:
N-1,= =• .......................... C(?) Z c 1nn................................ (5)

n*O
The sheer size of J. (16 N elme'nts typically)

requires special inversion tachniques. Moreover, even The etiiart-values of a1 are given by the h'S t.ich
if the inverse matrix ý s" I• known, c utini (2) solve the characteristic equation
requires alisin 16 N operations. (M moe 100).

is, - .L1 1 "0.
The matrix G used in (1) is a so-catted circulant.

A circuiant is a matrix in which each next row Is the Expansion of this equation yields:
previous row with its last etinnt passed over to the
first piece. So each next row is the previous one, 0j 1 0
circularly shifted one plice ' %Ne right. One place j 0 -1d 0.
correspornd herm to oe azimuth resolution cell. Sch i*(') " 0 ............. (6)
a circulent is ilIustrated in (3) below. I - I

I I - ' I

I co ci .
I C-i CID C"-2  I Thus the eigem-values a% of are the N-roots of

S I•I......... . ... (3) i ,n are defined by:
I . .* I
ic C2  - - Ca I a. exp (21if/m), WsO( ................... (7)

This matrix has a specalo striuture. Each diagonal The eigen-vectors of a, are then given by the
contains the m e elemnts, which makes it a so-called solutions gS6, o(t)-1 of 9191 • "A6:

Toeplitz matrix and it has only a different elements,
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10 1 0. 0116,0 1 !!%° I I. 1 1r.. ................................ (15)

Io 0 1 .11 * I I I
I. .11 • I a'. I I " (8) So apparentty the eigenwatues of . circutant matrix
10 - ltl . a •re defined by the Fourier transform of any row of this
ia ) o1IM, 1 I%,.-l matrix. For completeness sake some properties of the

OFT matrix 4. are mentioned. These properties are

Take %.o * 11/ then: given below:

%.n go .n/, ---(-)-1-.................. (9) (1) W*=•NT ------------------------------- (16.1)

Knowing the elgernatues and a set of orthonormat (ii)I -- - -I..----------------------------- (16.2)
•igenvectors of K,, one can bring ; to its diagonal

form 1 using orthnonrmal trorsformations. (iiI) W--2.PU ------------------------------- (16.3)

where PU is the so-catted persymletric

transformation astrix, given by:
M-1

W ( Z 0._.) 1 ....... 01
nxi 10 . ..... 0 11

PN 0 .. ...... 01--------- (16.4)
W-1 I. .. ..... .1

Z Z(c_•K 14) .................... (10) I0 1 ..... 0 01
rwC

(iv) .W ............................... (16.)

ihere the matrix 4 consists of the eigeivectors of (v) R ,=Wm-.- ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (16.6)

and its complex conjugate is . Setting w -1 3
exp(N.i/W) one gets: (vi) MW I -`M - ---I- ---------------- (16.7)

11 1 .. I I Using (12), the original measurement equation (1)

Iw w -. wu' cI, now be written as:W • .,• 1 ( M-. w -U 1 ) I . . . . . ( 1 1 )

I v,: .C u,, 4 ..----------------------- (17)

Hence with (ii) and (vi*. the solution y of (2)
Observe thet this matrix MM is the same as e becomes:

would get for a Olscrete Fowrier Trmsform over N * 1 -I 1
points. we define the matrix gn, whlch is the diagonal * y -

form of gin, n-O(1)N-i. 
E ¶

1 VYga- IPA 4.......................... (18)I110.. 0 I
1 0 in .. 0 I which Can be done by two consecutive OFTs and son*

*" •u -lY = I 0 0 .. 0 I------(12) vector multiplications, in total 6W Log 2N operations are

S... (- requi red.
t 0 . ..

We can now express 4 In term of the matrices Q,:

N-1
• cI n............................ (13)

neO

This qivas tfe generlt expression of the o-th

elgen-value I*:

N-I
to I Zc wn ............................. (14)

n0

end thus the win diagonal of 0 s ( 9) can be
computed by a Oiscrete fourier TraMform (OFT).
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scan number

>AN Figure 5. Scenario

target bearing in ARC

"Figure 6.

IMeasurement, 50 targets, 1 jammer

Figure 7.
Solution, 50 targets, I Jamer
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Figure 9. Solution, 50 targets, 5 jammers
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1

Discussion

C.ayaerilio&l, MBB, Ge
If you have a strong jammer and saturation in your system, what is the effect on your azimuth accuracy enhancement?

Autber's Reply
(In the example shown), the power was clipped at 100 dB. So really, information at the top of the antenna pattern was not
used and that is essentially the same as what you would have with saturation. But the trick of the whole method is that
there is still information in the form of the pattern next to the elements that are saturated.

L
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ECCH ADVANTAGES OF ADAPTIVE DIGITAL
PULSE COMPRESSION

G"Y R. PAINCRWD AM •A•TIN BIAM(CETM

Radar Division, Defence Research Establishment Ottawa,
3701 Carling Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA OZ4

M the code on a pulse to pulse or coherent
processing interval (CPI) basis, it is

The ECCM advantages of an experimental harder for the ESM system to identify the
adaptive digital pulse compression (DPC) various codes and associate them with a
system are described. This pulse given emitter. This identification problem
compression system is implemented by a is compounded when the received signal is
complex correlation between the transmitted weak and not all of the codes are detected.
waveform and the signal received by the Waveform agility can also be used to make a
radar. Central to the adaptability of this particular radar emulate a mode of another
unit is the use of high speed VLSI digital radar, or to make it look like more then one
ICs which permit bandwidths of up to 10 MHz, radar. The purpose of this tactic would be
along with the ability to use a different to make a radar, and its associated
waveform or pulse code on each transmission, platform, look less threatening or simply to
The DPC unit is intended to be used in a confuse the identification algorithms.
multi-function radar (IFR) which would Adaptive DPC can also be used to
employ many different waveforms, counter various forms of ECH. Generically,

The objective of this paper is to ECM can be classified as either denial or
describe how waveform adaptability can be deceptive"). The purpose of denial is to
used as an ECCM technique. Examples of its prevent the radar from detecting one or more
use as a counter-measure against both ESM targets . Deceptive ECM tries to generate a
and ECM systems are given. Both denial and number of false returns so that the radar
deceptive ECM are considered. has difficulty in distinguishing the real

targets from the false ones. The real
IW•TRODUCJ targets are not necessarily masked by the

false returns, although they can be.
Pulse compression systems have In general, denial ECI is usually

traditionally used surface acoustic wave implemented by transmitting a noise waveform
(SAW) filters as both pulse expanders and about the carrier frequency of the target
compressors. The impulse response of these radar. Deception ECM evolves transmitting a
analogue components is coded into the device waveform similar to that emitted by the
at the time of manufacture and cannot be radar. In order to generate false targets
changed. As the SAW device is matched to a whose range is controllable, the deceptive
single waveform, a separate device is waveform must be synchronised to the radar.
required for each code. The recent For the case of a simple pulse radar, the
availability of high speed multi-bit digital deceptive waveform is relatively easy to
correlators implemented in VLSI IC form has generate. This is especially true if one
made it possible to build compact digital neglects the coupling between the range rate
pulse compression filtersa!m. as calculated by range updates and that

Among the advantages offered by a calculated from the doppler of the false
digital implementation, the ability to targets.
change waveforms on a pulse by pulse basis It is more difficult to generate false
makes this device very attractive for use in targets when the radar uses pulse
an KF"R. This permits a single DPC unit to compression. The ECH waveform must be
handle all the different waveforms required matched to the pulse compression filter or
by the radar to perform its various it will not be compressed into a target like
functions. Emphasis will be given in this return by the radar. It is usually not
paper to the use of pulse compression as an feasible for the ECH set to generate the
ECCH technique, with emphasis on the pulse required waveform. Instead, a replica of
to pulse adaptability provided by a digital the radar transmission is stored in a
implementation, suitable memory'2 ' and this waveform is

The ECCH advantages provided by DPC can emitted back at the radar.
counter the effects of both ESM and ECH In general, a pulse compression radar
systems. Examples of both of these counters will be more robust in noise ECM then a
will be given, conventional pulse radar. A pulse

compression filter performs a coherent
integration of a number of sub-pulses in the
code. This processing can provide

The benefits provided by DPC can be significant improvement in the signal to
used to counter both ESM and ECH systems. noise ratio (SHR). For example, the value
The low peak power/high duty cycle waveforms of the S1IP might be -5 dB for the
used by solid state transmitters normally uncompressed waveform and 15 dB for the peak
use pulse compression to provide good of the compressed pulse. This coding is
detectability and acceptable range essential in low peak power/high duty cycle
resolution. This type of waveform also transmitters.
provides an ZCCH advantage as the low peak
power inherent in the waveform yields a
shorter ULRN Intercept range.

Another ICCX advantage of DPC is The performance of DPC in the presence
provided by waveform agility. By changing of three different types of interference in
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illustrated in Figures 1-6. Although some The effect of pulse interference on the

of this interference could be generated by same P3 code"', is shown in Figures 3 and 4.
other radar sets, in the present context it A train of 200 ns rectangular pulses with a
is assumed to represent various types of 10% duty cycle is assumed and results are
ECM. Figures 1 and 2 apply to uncorrelated given for SNft of 10 dB and 0 dB. Again.
Gaussian noise for SNdz of 10 dB-and 8 dD. the pealk of the compressed pulse is clearly
It is noted that although the expanded detectable.
waveform is completely buried in the noise Lastly, Figures 5 and 6 present the
for the 0 dB case, the peak of the effect of an interfering P4 code€3'41 of the
compressed waveform is clearly detectable. same length as the desired P3 code. The PDC

VIA! ell D'W (Tool. 1041111V (S y. Yo~ I________ $soI l ___T__1____TP)_1__0_ I I K m . t ta
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Figure 1. Expanded and compressed waveforms for a Figure 2. Expanded and compressed wa'.eforms for a
P3 code of length 128 imbedded in P3 code of length 128 imbedded in
Gaussian noise. SNR-I0 dB. Gaussian noise. SNK-0 dB.
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Figure 3. Expanded and compressed waveforms for a Figure 4. Expanded and compressed waveforms for a
P3 code of length 128 imbedded in pulse P3 code of length 128 imbedded in pulse
interference The interference has a 101 interference. The interference has a 101
duty cycle and SPR-I0 d. duty cycle and SNR-O dB.
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11twllPr S. Expanded and compressed waveforms for a Figurer 6. Ex-panded and compressed wvefOrOials for a
P3 code of length 128 in the presence of

an interferir.g P4 code of cqual length, an interfering P4 coC ! .. ,.ua lef.gu.
SMK.-O d.SR--10 db.
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filter coefficients are matched to the P3 The repeater jaer contains a digital

code and plots are sh~ov for SMts of 0 dB radio frequency memory (DRFM)151 which can

and -10 dr. The P4 code is not as well store an accurate replica of the radar

suppressed as were the Gaussian and pulse waveform. This code is then emitted by the

interferences for the same values of SR. japmer at controlled intervals in an attempt

This is because the P4 and P3 codes are to generate false targets in the victim

partially correlated. Tha response due to radar. To negate this, the radar selects a
the P4 coda consists of two peaks which different code on each transmission. On the

occur ±12.8 us from the trailing edge of the n"' pulse repetition interval (PRI), the
P4 waveform, radar receives the current code from skin

In the ECM context, Figures 1 and 2 are returns and an amplified version of the (n-
representative of using Gaussian noise as 1) 1 code from the repeater jammer. The
denial ECK. The second figure illustrates technique is to select codes that minimise
that even when the SUR-0 and the transmitted detection when a code is received to which
waveform is buried in noise, the peak of the the DPC filter is not currently matched.
compressed pulse is 15 dB or more above the This technique will only prevent the
peak sidelobe level. jammer from generating false targets at

The pulse train interference considered ranges between itself and the radar. It is
in Figures 3 and 4 is characteristic of felt that this scenario is of interest from
using a pulse train to perform denial EC34 an operational viewpoint. Consider an
(by trying to raise adaptive thresholds in aircraft which fires one or more missiles at

the radar). It is also representative of a target. The generation of false missile

using a pulse train as deceptive ECK by targets in conjunction with the attack would
trying to generate false targets. The DPC make it more difficult to identify the

filter is also quite effective in reducing threat.
this ty-pe of interference.

The P4 code interference presented in Waveiorm Ootimisation
Figures 5 and 6 is characteristic of
deceptive ECM in which a waveform similar to A burst of pulses is transmitted and a

that emitted by the radar is repeated in different code is used for each pulse. The

order to generate false targets. Since such returns from each pulse are then combined
a code will be partially matched to the DPC and compared to a threshold. It is desired

filter, it will still generate a detectable to select codes which minimise the detection

output. However, it is noted that this of false targets in the combined output.

output can have more then one main peak and A rigorous formulation of this problem

that these peaks will occur at false ranges. would be to write an expression for the

It will be shown later that this fact can be output of the DPC filter in which the

used to help eliminate false targets. parameter(s) of the code are varied frcm

The results presented in the previous pulse to pulse. The individual output for

fig;rc .. re far a single transmission of a each pulse in the burst is then combined.

particular code. In practice, a radar would An optimisation procedure would then be used

employ several transmissions to detect a to maximise the signal to interference

target. If these returns are coherently ratio (SIR) by varying the code

integrated, the depth of interference parameter(s).
suppression will be increased. A longer The above methodology is unuieldy.
code can also be used. Instead, an ad hoc solution is used. Two

different coding techniques are evaluated to

PERFORuAMCE IN DECEPTIVE EOI generate the required waveforms. The first
consists of a series of "V1 chirps where the

It will be shown that adaptive DPC can ratio of the up and down chirp portions is
be used to counter the effects of repeater varied randomly from pulse to pulse. The

jammers. The scenario considered is that of other method is to generate a set of chirps

a repeater jammer which stores a replica of in which the start frequency is varied

the radar's waveform and emits it in order randomly from pulse to pulse. The frequency

to generate false targets. This is versus time characteristics of the two

illustrated in Figure 7. schemes is shown in Figure 8.
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A computer simulation was performed to The sidelobe level for the linear chirps are
evaluate the tvo techniques. It was assumed more characteristic of those for a single
for the simulatian that two waveforms are chirp with the response to the interfering
simultanuously received. The first waveform code usually showing up as two broader
represents a skin return from a target; the spurious peaks. These characteristics are
DPC filter is matched to this code. The due to the different frequency versus time
other return is an amp?-ified replica of the relationships for the two scheme. For the
previous code and repres^nts the EC(. The OVO chitp, Figure 8 illustrates that the
filter is not matched to this code. This is slopes of this relation for the matched and
illustrated in FP'ure 7 by the waveforms We-, interfering waveforms are never parallel.
and Wp. In contrast, these slopes are parallel for

The output of the DPC fýIlter is plotted the linear chirps. This characteristic
in Figures 9 and 10 for the two techniques, gives rise to the dual peak response for the
In each case, three different snapshots of interfering code in this case.
the output are showvn, each corresponding to The peak due to the true target always
a different (random) relationship between occurs at the same delay in the output of
the current and previous code. The true the DPC filter, wbile those due to the
target is located at delay unit 128 and the interference are randomly distributed. This
ECK or interference was assumed to be 20 iS fact is exploited by coherently integrating
stronger then the skin return. the output over a batch of pulses.

%1

I '
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Figulre 9 Output of DPC filter for three successive Figu~re 10. Output of DPC filter for three successive
pulses The signal| to Interference ratio pulses. The signal to inerference ratio
is -20 dB A diff'erent 'V" chirp is -20 dJA A dif/ferent linear chirp
waveform of Length 128 is randomly waveform of length 128 is randoml y
select:ed for each transmission qelect~ed for each transmission.

It is noted that the compressed Coherent integration causes the weakerwave!rr-s__ fcr the t".--. ac~he~s *xhibLt returns due to the aXin return to integrate
different characteristics. In general, the to a strong peak, while spreading out the
sidelobe level for the OVO chirps appear to energy due to the ECH. The improvement
form broad platsau(s) which sometimes tend required in SIR for target detection is
to mask the peak due to the true target. obtained by using an appropriate batch size.



In order to compare the relative It can be seen froe these two figures
performance of the two waveforms, the output that the true target can still be detected
of the Dpc filter was coherently integrated, by both methods when the REC is 30 d4
A batch of 100 pulses was assused and the stronger than the skin return (SIR = -30 dB
simulation was run for SIR values of 0 dB, - for a single pulse). However, the
10 do, -20 d8 and -30 do. The output of the probability of detection is less than .85
DPC filter after integration of these pulses for this value of SIR as the corresponding
is plotted in Figure 11 for the set of "Vu SIR after integration is only 18 do for the
chirps and in Figure 12 for the set of linear chirp. For a •ingle pulse SIR of -20
linear chirps. dB, the integrated SIR is 25 dB.
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Yiglro 11, Coherent Integration of a burat of 100 Ftgute 12, Coherent integrotion of a burst of 100
N.soo at the output of the DPC filter. pulses at the output of the DPC filter

The results are plotted for $1sl values of The results are 1plotted [oi SNZ vl.les c
0 dA. -10 da. -20 da and -30 dB A set 0 dD. -10 dl. -20 dl and -30 dB. A set
of randomly selected *V* chirps of length of randomly selected linear chirps of
128 is used. length 128 Is used.
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This yields a probability of detection in highly adaptable. A conceptual diagram of
excess of .95 for a Swerling 1-2 target at a the DPC filter is shown in Figure 14.
false alarm probability of 10"6. The above
calculation assumes that the ECK energy has
a normal probability distribution. This is
probably justified if their are enough 7 W
pulses in the burst. , *C"W..-_

If the cross section of the false ..... . ..... * ......
targets is made much larger than that of - -- -S . _
real targets, the element of deception is Lo ,cO
lost. It is thus unlikely that values of r--. 1-AD 6ý

SIR less than -20 dB would be encountered. ___-- L -
The peak tends to have a broad pedestal .6-

for the "V" chirp waveforms when the SIR is __: . _
less than 0 dB. In contrast, the peak for -..

the linear chirp waveforms remains narrow _-___ A
right down to the sidelobe level. This
characteristic might be more suitable for i i
use with an automatic detection algorithm.

DPC DEPL•EXNA•TI ON

Figure 14. Ccrveptual diagram of the pulse
Implementation consists of both coep:ession filter and control circuitry.

waveform generation and compression. The
desired code must first be generated in An actual radar digital signal
digital format and converted to an analogue processor would contain additional circuitry
signal suitable for subsequent up- to implement functions such as doppler
conversion. On reception, the digitised processing, adaptive thresholding, etc.
radar returns must be processed in a digital These functio-ni are not illustrated in
matched filter which compresses the Figure 14. 1. photograph of the pulse
transmitted waveform, compressor hardware is shown in Figure 15.

The desired waveforms are calculated
off line and are stored in a PROM whose
address lines are connected to a cointer.
The waveform is clocked into a digital to -
analogue converter (DAC) whose output is up-
converted to IF. Control lines are provided
to select one of several waveforms stored in
the PROM. A limiting amplifier along with
appropriate filters ensure a constant
amplitude signal of good spectral purity.
The time-bandwidth product of the code is a Y-u
function of the number of stored samples and
the clock rate. This is illustrated in
Figure 13.

"- 0 G IO JA -. .-- . "- -. .,&$ Figure IS. FOtogr5ah of the pulse czopressionSC.'1_ .)" "" " } filter and (ontrol circuitry.
c

.The ECCX advantages of adaptive DPC
were divc'n'sed. Examples of this type of

rm wavefor- .gility as a counter to both ESM
a and LL11 _.y,teis were given. In the case of

ccta IE., t•th denial and deceptive ECK tactics
were :onsidered. It was demonstrated that
adaptive OPC can be used as an effective
counter- counter measure against repeater

Figure 13. ConcepL.-fil diagram of the L7'C wveform Jammers ,fhich store an accurate replica of
generation circuitr) the ra"lr signal.

An experimental digital pulse
On reception, the radar returns are comfrestor has been built and used to

digitised into I and Q channels for evalhate some of the techniques discussed
processing by the pulse compression filter. above. The use of VLSI digital correlator
The present implementation of the filter ICs r),rmits a compact implementation of the
consists of sixteen digital correlator VLSI KP( r This implementation makes it
ICe configured into four parallel channels vow iclvible to use adaptive DPC in an
to processes real, imaginary and cross term aiXiorm- NR where space is at a premium.
products"'. A micro-processor based At prasent, experimental eveluation nat
controller provides the means for changing ccneisted of injecting digitised waveforox
the filter coefficients on a pulse by pulse into the DPC filter in reel time. An IF
basis, along with providing a BITE function. section and digital demodulator is presently
This architecture yields a filter vh4cn is under construction. Once completed, this



unit will be used to study the effects of [41 B.L. Lewis and F.F. Kretschaer, "Linear
imperfections in the analogue pa-' on the Frequency Modulation Derived Polyphase
performance of the DPC waveforms. It is Pulse Compression Codes", IEEE Trans.
also proposed to implement a two dimension"l on Aeroapace and Electronic Systems,
filter which would simultaneously perform vol. AES-1i, no. 5, pp. 637-641,
pulse compression and doppler processing. september 1982.

([5] )E. Koos, "Digital RF Memories Enter
Second Decade", Journal of Electronic

[1] G.R. Painchaud, J.A.H. McKenzie, X_ Defense, pp. 49-51, August 1985.
Blanchette and A. Voy, "An Experimental
Adaptive Digital Pulse Compression [6] H. Yassaie, "Correlation and
Subsystem For Multi-Function Radar Convolution with the INS A100", INMOS
Applications". Proc. IEEE International Corporation IKS A100 Application Note
Radar Conference, pp. 153-158, Ray 3, June 1986.
1990.

[2) L.B. Van Brunt, "Applied ECHO, vol. 1,
Dunn Loring, Va.: EW Engineering Inc., The experimental DPC filter described
July 1980. in this paper was constructed by the Radar

Division of the Canadian Marconi Company in
13) B.L. Lewis and F.F. Kretschmer, "A New cooperation with the Defence Research

Class of Polyphase Pulse Compression Establishment Ottawa.
Codes and Techniques", IEEE Trans. on
Aerospace and Electronic Systems, vol.
AES-17, no. 3, pp. 364-372, pay 1981.



Discussion

Mr Boeurhqg Ge
Obviously oac uses the same cod& on many pulses to be able to suppress cut•er and to use Doppler filtering. Did you take
these things into account in your simulation?

Aiulwes Re*l
No, we did not carry out such analysis- But what we shall do later on (is to)_.. get rid of the Doppler effect ai muybt we
"shall use also a two-idimensional filter so that we can do both at the ssme time - that v. the pulse compression and
Doppler effect suporession.

PrGt W.•Baier
"The que•stion is rdatcd to the presented tcl.iul impulse comprL-sion circuit. What r, thc re.solution of the Ar. 1 concrters
(bits for input and reference signals)? What is the clock frequency?

A w..h, ,e-p)
The crcuits can ca'r out acruations of 16-bits with the radar signals and also 16 bitb for the coefficients with 2.5 .MHz
frequene.. Nosi for 10 %fHz frequency ,*t shall use onl. 4 bLit for the filter coefficients. The analogue output - I think it is
It0 bits. h't Just to give you an idea of the tyWp of caiculacion..It is not always necevssar-, to carry out such calculations.

Mr %,eis
Is the corre.ator i spci-al-pu.rpsc computer or is it procurco frosm the shelf.'

Axtbw's Reph-
It has bccn h•u.:. bs IN.MAS It is a correlator for 32 bit, for carm ing out complex operations. It i% one Li? (it,) applicationN
-- [i)ptal pulse compr -t-sion is one of the uses of such a computer
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Discussion

BJackson. Thorn-EMI. UK
What paramet#ers were assu-med tor the soft-decision coding modulation detection criteria"

Author's Reply
When I say soft decisions', that meanis we are actually quantizing the dlemodulator oitput itol~ more than one hit. If I say
-hard decisions. that's Line bit. When I sav *soft decisions%' I usually mean 3-bit quantization. In order to mnaximize the
advantage of soft decisions you can get by having 3-bit quantiazation you have to have a.---reasonably good gain control
mechanism, especially ini a powr fading environment or in a jamming environment. Dr Olsen'% assumption here when he
goes through the anlssi htthese things can I'e done (and that) all the: quantization and dynamic range problelms hawe
been taken care of.

Dr B.Feistead, CRC'. Canada
Would you efirlain in more detail how the diversity was accomplished, especially at the receiser'

Author's Repli
[)Iscrsitx rnia not be the right v~o.-d to use. It may haset confused people here... NVe have assumed thal thecre are 'S4 hits -I
hclicw that', " hat Dr Olseni aid - there are 3S4 bits per blocK. The message size is 348 bits- ]hc message is blocked: the
block is disided into smaller chunks, of hops. If all the message is transmitted in the oac hop then %c call that disersity of
one. And if ihý message i% divided Into two hops - and enit oin two different hop, - Ae call that disersitv of ts~o Yo~ure
not talkine aibout ha' ing any kind of tirne dise-siti, h:.-.ing multiple links (or) basing dlitterent kinds (if initerleancrs.

Dr %l.SiafAk, SitIAI.-P Icchnical Cenitre. NJ-
( u Id %0(Li A )rl.cw tion tf-, p,-rtorniincc of BIISK and lMISK N\stctin, relatise to lISK s ~ien iflast R..% ci~di L~idinl!
ens ronnienit

liufihor' Repit
In m% second paper PII %[hos %cu a chart ot last-fading performance. li hai he mcant b1.11lst fdnl' I aissume. Is when the
fiding rite is, laster than the bhit period I think (hats "s bat 'o .u mecan bi, fast taidint! O n the: -SK It% III oI s asetorni. fast,
laidiung intpr-'senients :anfh 1k Ii~ned ii %ou i..se thc tonec spacing incrCas.I~-. III ,ther ssordls it siu Intake)t he signal
bandssidth. %%:r% large. On the i)PSK and BI'SK. as Fm ijoing to shoss Nou later. I can get prettx close pertormianee
0Nis%%cri th,ý tok It Nou .impare MI )PK and HI'SK) Asith F Ps~s %ith aIiirger ind lar 'eri ( tonel spacing then their

pcrft rmance is inter ir. bum t I .ou talk.01ilii I- SK "sIIIh muinimuni spaicing. the 11ertormaitee is revisoiaial similar
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Concatenated Coding with Two Levels of Interleaving (u)
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Abstract

(u) This paper documents a performance evaluation of an electronic counter counter mneasuue

(ECCM) communication system in a worst-cuse partial-band noise and putial-band tone jamming

scenario. The ECCM communication system is compod of two levels of channel coding (concatenated

coding) and two levels of interleaving. An analysis has been performed for a concatenated code

consisting of either a Reed-Solomon or a convolutional outer code and a convolutional inner code,

and the decoded bit error rates for typical binary modulation schemes (BPSK and DPSK) have been

obtained. The performance of these coded waveforms has been compared with convolutionahly encoded

systems with respect to the required E 5/N, to achieve an overall bit error rate of I0'. The results

demonstrate a significant coding gain achievable from systems which adopt concatenated coding.

1 NOTATIONS (u)

(u) Below is a brief description of notations used:

n R-S codeword size in symbols

m Number of bits per R-S symbol

Rt S codeword error correction capabilities in symbols

R1 Inner Code Wate

Ro Outer Code Rate

R Code Rate (= R1 Ro for concatenated code)

pi(e) Decoded bit error probability

P(e) Decoded symbol error probability

p.,,ke) Bit error probability at the output of the inner Viterbi decoder

P.(e) Symbol error probability at the output of the inner Viterbi decoder

p,.(e) l!ard dccisioa chaiinrl b1 t error probability

W,, Spread spectrum bandwidth

p . Fraction of the spread spectrum bandwidth jammed

Nj Jammer noise density normalized to W.,

E•,/Nj :Channel bit energy to jammer noise density ratio

E&/Ns Information bit eneigy to jammer noise' density ratio
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2 INTRODUCTION (u)

(u) Concatenated eoding uses two level of coding to achieve its required system bit error rate (BER)

performance objective. The inner code, defined as the code which interfaces with the channel, corrects

most cf the random channel errors. The outer code reduces e:rors further to a desired BER level. A

benefit from selecting a concatenated cod& rather than a sir.gle coding operation is the possibility that for

the identical required BER and available bignal-to-noise ratio, an overall encoder/decoder implementation

of less complexity can be achieved. Or concatenated coding can improve a performance of an existing

communication system [lM.

(u) A concatenated coding scheme commonl) consists of a soft decision Viterbi decoded binary con-

volutional inner code combined with either a hard decision Viterbi decoded binary convolutional outer

code or a Reed-Solomon (R-S) block outer code. The main reason that soft decision convolutional codes

are usually used as inner codes is that they provide excellent error correction capabilities against random

channel errors. Bit interleaving of channel bits is provided to randomize bursty errors that can occur

in certain stressed environments. Since only hard quantized data is available at the output of the inner

Viterbi decoder, hard decision convolutional codes are logical choices for the outer codes. But because the

errors out of the Viterbi decoder tend to occur in bursts, a bit interleaver has to be placed in between the

inner and the outer code to randomize the inner decoder output bit errors. An alternative is to use R-S

block codes whose symbols are formed from m-bit (m > 2) segments of the binary data stream. R-S block

codes are particularly useful for burst error correction. However, if the burst out of the Viterbi decoder

is in the order of the R-S codeword length, the outer code performance will be severely degraded unless

a rn-bit symbol interleaver is placed in between the inner and the outer code to randomize symbol errors.

The necessity for symbol interleavinig can be explained by the general property of non-binary block codes

of which R-S code is a member. R-S code performance solely depends on the number of symbol errors

in a codeword. For a large number of symbol errors within a single codeword, the R-S code performance

can be catastrophically degraded. Thus. a symbol interleaver is used to distribute bursts of symbol errors

ariong several codewords to reduce the probability that symbol errors within a codeword exceed the error

correction capability of the R-S decoder. The block diagram of a concatenated codiig system is shown in

fig. 1.

(u) In this paper, the decoded BER for BPSK and DPSK modulated wavefornms using R = 1/4 concate-

natced codes will be studied. Both BPSK and DPSK modulations were selected in order to be representative

of both coherent and non.coherent waveforms. The results will be compared against that of IR 1/2, R 1

1/3, and R = 1/4, K = 7 Viterbi decoded convolutional code in both partial band noise and partial band

tone jammed channels. The concatenated code consists of either a RI = 1/2 inner code combined with a
1o = 1/2 outer code or a R1 = 1/3 inner code combined with a Ro = 3/4 outer code. The inner code

is always a K = 7, 3-bit soft decision Viterbi decoded convolutional code. For convenience, the R-S outer

code has 384 baseband bits per codeword. The hard decision Viterbi decoded outer code has either K =

7 for Ro = 1/2 or K = 9 for Ro = 3/4. The overall code rate of concatenated codes is always R = 1/4
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2.1 CHANNEL DESCRIPTION (u)

(u) Below is a brief description of the noise or tone jammed channels. For either case, the BPSK and

the DPSK waveform carriers are assumed to be slowly frequency hopping.

2.1.1 PARTIAL BAND NOISE JAMMER (u)

(u) A partial band noise jammer can be described as a Gaussian noise jammer whose total power is

restricted to a fraction p(O <p p< 1) of the spread spectrum bandwidth W,.. As seen "n fig. 2, the jamming

noise power is assumed to be spread uniformly over the restricted bandwidth Wj = pW.. resulting in an

increased power density and a correspondingly degraded signal-to-jamruer ratio in the jammed band. The

jammer is assumed to occasionally move the jammed band within W.. so as to prevent band avoidance

countermeasures [2].

2.1.2 PARTIAL BAND TONE JAMMER (u)

(u) As s-en in fig. 3, a partial band tone jammer spreads its available jamming power into multiple tones

across a fraction p(O < p < 1) of the spread spectrum bandwidth W0,. The jamming tones are spread with

uniformly distributed tone spacing, AJ, over Wj = pW,. resulting in an increased power per tone relative

to full band jamming and correspondingly a degraded signal-to-jammer ratio (SJR) in the jammed band.

Again, the jammer is assumed to occasionally move the jammed band within W,, so as to prevent band

avoidance countermeasures [2]. In this paper, AJ = 2 Hz/bits/sec to guarantee that at most I jammer

tone can reside within the sigital's null-to-null bandwidth. Furthermore, non-coincidental jamming, where

the jammer tone is uniformly distributed within the signal's null-to-null ban.dwidth, ,s mssumed because

the carrier hop granularity is much finer than the signal bandwidth.

3 ASSUMPTIONS (u)

(u) In order to reduce the complexity of the problem, several critical assumptions were made- First,

the depth of interleaving for both the inner bit interleaver and the outer m-bit symbol interleaver was

assumed to be sufficiently larger than the channel bit error burst length and the Viterbi decoded m-bit

symbol error burst length respectively to insure independent channel bit errors and independent Viterbi

decoded symbol errors Note that m = 1 for binary convolutionad outer code Second, although symbol

interleaving was performed, it was assumed that the bit errors out of the Viterbi decoder were uniformly

distributed inste.id of in bursts regardless of the type of coding and demodulator decision schemes. This

has no effect on the pb(e) performance if the outer code is a hard decision convolutional code since bit

deinterleaving is performed prior to outer decoding. But for a R-S outer code where symbol interleaving is

performed prior to R-S decoding, this amounts to an over-estimation of P.(e) out of the Viterbi decoder

for a given p.&(e), since the bit error patterns actually do occur in bursts. However, this assumption will

provide a sufficiently tight upper bound on the p6(e) performance. Furthermore, the relationship between

P(e) and p,(e) was assumed to follow a 2m-ary symmetric memoryless channel model. Finally, perfect

jammer side information (JSI) was assumed to exist. With this knowledge, a 3-bit quantisation algorithm

can be found for BPSK and DPSK which provides a p,#(e) vs_ p.,(e) transfer function in optimized partial
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The p.1(e) vs. E. 1/Nj for DPSK modulated waveform in optimum partial band noise jaxnmning is given by

[2]

P0.184 (>,) - , > 0.0dB

~ex< <0.0dB

In case of optimum partial band tone jamming,

P.&(e) = ( o.82 1. 6)S�*f_; wf02' '5[U(- CO1(G ,•)1) + ,(coS182(0, )1)]dOd • <1.98dB

where u(t) is the unit step function defined by

S1 >0
-(1 =-(7)0 <O0

co(Ier(P)D = -,(P) + cos(o) + i(w)[coo(w + #) + cos(o)] (8)
I .)= 2() + + ± 2-(•) co0(i + •)][-9-(r ) + 1 + 2j(•)cos(•)]

and
oCI(92(o, ')1) co(v) -=:(w) + + ,) + cc•((9)

V[7(4p) + 1 - 2-,(v) co-(Vo + ()ll-(v) + I + 2 -y(,)-o(O)J(
where

w(s) = 1E" W12 
(10)

2Nj (sin(W/2) /
The 3-bit soft decision Viterbi decoded convoluLions. code bit error probability in optimized partial band noise and

tone jamming can be acquired by inserting pcb(e) of eqs. I - 10 into the p,&(e) vs. pcb(c) transfer function. The

transfer func.ion is empirically given by [1],

log1o(p.b(e)) = 8.48logX0(pi(e)) + 6.26 BPSK, R, = 1/2 (II)

lOg1 o(p.b,(e)) = 6.7 31og, 0 (p,,(e)) + 4.00 DPSK, R, = 1/2 (12)

]og0o(p.b(e)) = 12 .2log1 0 (p~b(e)) + 7.45 BPSK, R1 = 1/3 (13)

logi0(p.,(e)) = 9 45 1Ogo(p<(e)) + 534 DPSK, RI = 1/3 (14)

iu) Consider the case of C+RS concatenated code Assuming independent bit errors,

P.(e) = I - (1 - P.,,(e))" (15)

Now. P(e) is also related to P.(e) by an upper bound expression as long as the symbol errors are independent.

This is given by [1]

P(e) ( + 9)P,(e)',1 - P.(t)]"-' (16)

This expression also applies to both extended and shortened R-S codes. The overall bit error probability is expressd

p,(e) - (e) (17)

(u) In case of C+C concatenated code, the hard decision Vitekbi decoded convolutional code transfer function

is empirically given by

logo(pt(e)) = 5-43 log1 0(p.(e)) + 4.43, Ro = 1/2 (18)

and

Iog0o(pb(t)) = 3.26 Iog, 0(p.6(e)) + 3.55, Ro = 3/4 (19)
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band noise and optimized partial band tone jammed chrnnels that is essentially equivalent to that of an

AWGN channel.

4 ANALYSIS (u)

(u) From the assumptions Pbove, a reasonable upperbound for the pb(e) vs. E./Nj performance can be

acquired for the convolutional code concatenated with a R-S code (C+RS) and an exact pb(e) vs. Eb/N.

performa.tze can be empirically derived for the convolutional code concatenated with a convolutional code

(C+C).

(u) A shortened R-S code or an extended R-S code may have to be selected to meet Lhc. combined R

1/4 citerion. A shortened l-S code is created by deleting a portion of the information symbols while

rwmntaining all of the parity check symbols of a standard R-S code. An extended R-S code is created by

adding as many as 2 additional information symbols to a standard R-S code while maintaining the same

number of parity check symbolls [3]. Denote a R-S code by RS(n, n - 2t, rn). For an R-S code with 384

baseband bits per codeword, the two R-S codes for Ro = 1/2 and Ro = 3/4 RlS are given by RS(96,48,8)

and RS(64,48,3) respectively.

4.1 THE BIT ERROR RATE EVALUATION (u)

(u) The decoded bit error rate performance, pb(e) vs. E&/1N, for concatenated codes will be evaluated

in this se'.ion. The 3-bit soft decision Viterbi decoded convolutional inner code bit error probability in

AWGN f"- R1 = 1/2 and R1 = 1/3 is available from simulation. By assuming perfect JSI, pvb(e) in

optimized 1 .aial band noise and optimized partial band tone jamming can be derived by first evaluating

the uncoded bit error probability for BPSK and DPSK in optimized partial band noise and optimized

partial band tone jamming. The p,6(e) vs. Eci/Nj performanae of these uncoded waveforms in optimum

noise and tone jamming is summarized below:

(u) The channel errors are assumed to occur strictly due to janmning. The pc&(e) vs. EI/Nj for BPSK

modulated waveform in optimum partial band noise jamizung is given by [2]

P~() J8.625 x 10- (E) E > -1.5dB

where

Q(z) = exp - dy (2)

In case of optimum partial band tone jamming,

9.134x 102 40> -0.8dBPe&(e) = 9.3 x(13)

S g(frLz d, <-0.8dB

where
0(y. Z) W)(4)
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Ps(e) is acquired by inserting p.4e) of eqs. 11 - 12 into eq. 18 and p.,(e) of eqs. 13 - 14 into eq. 19.

(u) The the concatenated coding system information bit energy-to-noise density ratio is given by

•/ = R- /Nj (20)

5 RESULTS (u)

(u) Bit error probability performance of the four R = 1/4 concatenated codes in optimized partial band noase and

tone jamming have been obtained from the analysis of Section 4. The four concatenated codes are soft decision, RI

= 1/2, K = 7 Viterbi decoded convolutional code combined with either RS(96,48,8) block code or hard decision,

.O -- 1/2. K = ? Viterbi decoded convoluticnal code, and Rj = 1/3, K = 7 Viletbi decode convolutional code

combined with either RS(64,48,8) block code or hard decision, RI = 3/4, K = 9 Vit~erbi decoded convolutional

rode. Figs. 4 - ? display the pb(e) vs. Eb/Ns curves for th- 2 modulation and the 2 channel cases listed below:

JA mer Modulation

Case 1: Partial Band Noise Jammer (PBNJ) BPSK

Case 2: Partial Band Tone Jammer (PBTJ) BPSK

Case 3: PBNJ DPSK

Case 4: PBTJ DPSK

(u) Each graph depicts a BER comparison of the four R - 1/4 concatenated coding scheme. As seen from

these graphs, using the lower rate inner code along with the higher rate outer code, as opposed to equal inner

and outer code rates, provides superior performance in all options list-d above. The performance improvement

is very significant for BPSK modulation, 1.5 dB on the average for switching to unequal code rates, and barely

noticeabl- for DPSK modulation, less than one-half dB. The difference between using a R-S inner code as opposed

to a convolutional inner code is negligible. However, it must be noted that C+RS concatenated code performances

are given in terms of an upperbound p,(e).

(u) The concatenated code decoded bit error perfo.mances at p6(e) = 10" are compared against R 1/2,

1/3, and 1/4 convolutional codes [4]. This is shown in fig 8 in terms of required Eb/N, to achieve pb(e) 10'.

As expected, all R = 1/4 concatenated codes of either inner/outer code rate combination outperform the R = 1/2

Viterbi decoded convolutional code in all cases at p6 (e) = 10-5. For example, between 2 and 2.5 dB of coding

gain is available by switching from a single R = 1/2 Viterbi decoded convolutional code to RI = 1/3, RO =

3/4 concatenated codes. Not as significant a coding gain, between 0.5 and I dB for pbee) = 10-", is achieved

by switching to R, = 1/2, Re, 1/2 concatenated codes from R = 1/2 Viterbi decoded convolutional code.

Compared with R = 1/3 aid R = 1/4 Viterbi decoded convolutional code, the Ri = 1/3. Ro = 3/4 concatenated

codes perform better at p6(e) = 10-" for all cases but, the RI = 1/2, Ro = 1/2 concatenated codes perform better

at p&(e) = 10- 5 only for DPSK modulation. About I dB of coding gain for BPSK and 1.5 dB of coding gain for

DPSK is available for switching from a single R = 1/3 Viterbi decoded corvolutional code to either ', = 1/3,

Ro = 3/4 concatenated codes. Conversely, about 1.5 dl of coding gain for BPSK and I dB of coding gain for

DPSK is availabe from switching from a single R = 1/4 Viterbi decoded convolutional code to either Ri = 1/3,

Ro = 3/4 concatenated codes. Therefore, the average coding gain &chieved by switching to R, = 1/3, Ro 3/4

concatenated codes from the best single R = 1/2, 1/3, and 1/4 Viterbi decoded convolutional code for BPSK,

thih is R •1 /3. and fus DPSK, winch is R = 1/4, in I dDi.

(u) As een from fig. 8, a dear cut advantage for concatenated coding with RI = 1/3 and Ro = 3/4 exists for

all modulation schemer at pa(e) = 10-5. Furthermore, it is apparent that BPSK requires about 3 to 3.5 dB less

E./Nj than DP-K to achicre pbc) 1 10-s in eitie jamming environments.
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6 CONCLUSION (u)

(u) In this paper, the performances nf R =1/4 concatenated codes were evaluated for different modulation

sclienes and optimumn partial band jamming environments. Reasonable approxirnatinns were made tc anyrie at

results displayed in fig. 8. If greater accuracy is desired, some of the simplifying assumptions raxnot be used.

Nevertheless, from this study, it is obvious that under the assumned constm~ints and in optimized parts band noise,-

and tone jamming, concatenated coding provides significant coding gain in terms of required E&/Nji for BPSK

and DPSK. Furthermore the advantage of using a lower rate inner code amd & higher rate outer code, as opposed

tW equal inner and outer code rates, is clear cut for the rnodilations stuI' In coninsion, concatenated coding

using R1, 1/3 and Ro = 3/4 is very robust for either modulation scheme in optimum partial h-aad noise or tone

jammred environments.
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Fig. 2. (u) Partial band noise jamming of FH system: Jammer concentrates power in a
fraction of the spread spectrum bandwidth. Carrier frequency changes
every symbol period.
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Fig. 3. (u) Partial band tone jamming of FH system: Jammer concentrates power into
multiple tones within a fraction of the spread spectrum bandwidth. Carrier
frequency changes every symbol period.
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SThat is, the PDF of the composite input is essen-
Two advanced Elecrtonic Counter tially that of the interfering waveform. By prn-

Countermeasures (ECOI) enhancesent tachniquas have cessing this input by the nonlinear operator.
bean shown to significantly improve the antijan g(r).
performance of Global Positioning System (GFS)
receivers. The first method, Amplitude Domain - d(fn()irl/dr
Processing (ADP). is a nonlinear precorrelation g(r) - n(r)/r (2)
processing technique which adapts to a changing
EC0 emvironnt and exploits the statistical it can be shown that SNR enhancement will occur in
properties of strong non~aussian jazars to sig- all cases in which the interference in non-
nificantly reduce their effectiveness. ADP has Gaussian.
been demonstrated in hardware agu a heavily
jamed CPS signal; measurs• *erformarnce shows a Amplitude Domain Processing is depicted in Figure
reduction in continuous wave (CW), pulsed CW and I. (See Figures 1 through 18 on pages 5 through
swept CW jammer paver of 36 dB, 25 d•. and 26 DB, 12.) The incoming waveforn is resolved into
respectively. inphase (I) and quadrature (Q) coaponents in an

RF-to-baseband converter, and are transformed to a
The second technique. Extended Range Adaptive polar representation in magnitude (R) and phase
Tracking. is a correlation process which optimally (#) The phase compfnent is delayed to compensate
adjusts tracking loop bandwidths and multiple cor- for an equivalent delay associsted with the pro-
relator weights in response to changing levels of cessirng of the signal's magnitude. This process-
GPS signal dynamics and E£K power levels. The ing ccnssits of PDF estimation and the subsequent
extended range feature tolerates the growth of derivation of the nonlinear function used to reas-
tracking error beyond the ±1 chip conventional sign enbanced value to each input sample. These
limit to ±5 chips to guard against loss-of-lock samples are th*r. retransformed to quadrature form
under exceptionally severe combinations of jamming prior to final correlation and date detection.
and dynamics. Analysis and simulation have shown
that this technique can extend the receiver track- b Simulation
ing threshold by an additional 26 dg. A hardware A simulation of ADP was conducted for the case of
demonstration of this technique is currently under CW. pulsed CW and swept CW jamer (Ref. 2)
development. Both Ertaendd Range Adoptive Track- Figure 2a illustrates the probebiltty density
ing and ADP are suitable for efficient, lo•w pwer function of a CW jammer generated In histo3ram
Very Large Scale Integrated Circuit (VLSI) imple- fashion and Figure 2b is the derived nonlinear
mentation. mapping function. These plots are based on 2048

S-bit samples of the signal's magnitude. When
haolttude D•La Pracessina (aJ?) applied to the input signal, this function pro-
ADP is an ECCK technique which acts to impro*v duces the results shown in Figure 3, which
precorrelation signal-to-noise ratio to anhen.ce illustrates a comparison between the ADP's input
the antijem performame of a CPI receiver. ODP and output power spectral densities. ADP has
exploits the statistics of the jamer's amplitude reduced the CW jamer to the level of the back-
probability distribution function by deriving a ground noise resulting in a theoretical 3 d9 total
functional which is used to reassign a rew value noise increase. This increase is a favorable
to each of the ADPs input samples Reassignment tradeoff when viewed in the context of significant
is performed in a way that deemphasicts those jamer reduction.
samples in which signal detection is unlikely,
thereby affecting a signal-to-noise improvement. Figures 4 and 5. respectively. show simulated ADP
ADF has been shown to provide significant performnce in the cases of pulsed C1 and swept CW
rejection of all current Jaming threats. jamming. both of which show virtually complete
ADP is a signel processing technique that to based jemer rejection.
on statistical decision theory (R•f. 1) in which a
derived optimal nonlinsrity operates on the s f -a-ej-c m t -i--trasi
amplitude. r. of a combined strong interference. Figure 6(a) illustrates en AD? architecture
n. eand a weak signal. e. to effect signal-to-noise designed to aintimie etsa and vower requirements
(SM) idprowmert The nonlinearity is based on in a future VLSI imlementetlen as well s@ prev•de
the amplitute probebility distribution function design guidelines In a mnar-trm discrete com-
(PD?) of the received isp•ut, f(r). which. under pomnet proof-of-concept harthore demonstration
the above conditions. can be approximated by Figure 6(b) is an associated sequencing diagram to

illustrate its operation. The operations of
fZ(r) - fs5 u(r) - fn(r) (I) asin Access Nemorys (RAN) A. A. end C ere

identical but offset by 120 degrees in a procese-
ing cycle consisting of three mode*- This pro-
vides for the continuous generation of f(r) from



samples of r while allowing time fcr the processor Figures 11. 12 an~d 13 show the results of data
to compute g(r), thereby providing real-time pro- measurements with and without ADP processing for
ceasisng of the Lnp't. During Koda 1, histogram the cases of CV. pulsed CI and swept CW jamming,
formation, the input data addresses a HAM. incre- respectively. In Figares 11 and 12, ADP is seen
maents its contents by one, and stores the results to suppress the jammer component at 20 Hz whereas
in the same location. After 2048 data points have the spectrum of the square wave data is essen-
been similarly processed; Mode 1 is complete and tially left intact. W1nht appears to be an
an estimate of f(x) is contained in the memory in increase in the power levels of the square wave
histogram fashion, line spectrum is att-ibuted to D/A decompression

resulting from the AI'P removal of the high level
In Mode 2. a counter sequentially addresses the jamer. That is. in the absence of ADP suppres-
RAM. thus serially r-'adlng out f(r). A Finite sian, the jamming waveform tends to saturate the

Impulse Response (FIR) filter is used to smooth D/A resulting in decreased gain to the CPS signal

the function to reduce errors in irs derivative, and an increase in spurious generation-

The nonlinearity, g'r), is then computed and
stored in the same block of memoty. A signal Figire 13 shows data recovery with ADP operating

normalization scale factor (SF) is alcs computed on a swept CW jammer. Again, the spectral com-

from g(r) and df(r)/d(r). ponents of the square wave are essentially left
intact during jammer suppression-

During Mode 3, the original delayed input data gxjgdegR- Correlation •Z,)
addresses the memory containing g(r). thereby Extended Re. - Correlation provides a means of
mapping itself to the AD? output. The memory is maintaining code lock when cracking loop errors
then cleared to again begin the cycle, exceed those that can be tolerated by a standlard

corraletor. A simulation and analysis of extended
An evaluation of the ýnP hardware was conducted range adaptive tracking has shown that correlation
with inputs consisting of a CPS C/A code signal at over t5 code chips is sufficient to bound code
the Ll (1575 MHz) frequency, thermal noise and a tracking errors under combinaticns of jaming and
single jammer. Power spectral densities were dynamics that significantly exceed those specified
measured for the CW, pilsed CW and swept CW for CPS. An XRC design based on this anrslysls is
waveforn cases before and after Amplitude Domain shown in Figure 14. Samples of the widebend
Processing. The measurements are in excellent signal are distributed to 21 complex correlaticn
agreement with simulation results. channels, each spaced in 0.5 code chip incrmerts

to subtend the required range. Spacir.cg is con-Fi 6 ures 7. 8 and 9 show the moasuied spectrum at trolled by correct phasing of the locat reference
the ADP input an.l output and are counterparts to coda applied to each channel. The ind.catoed
the simulated results of Figures 3. 4 and 5, initial integration interval following code remov-
respectively. As shown, janmer rejection is al is limited by the decorrelating effects of full
nearly complete in all cases, Other frequency carrier Doppler which is removed by complex multi-
components are present in the upper (input) spec- plication prior to final accumulation. Total XRC
trum of Figures 7 and 8. These spurious com- integration time can be varied from 1.0 to 20 as.

ponents appear to be the result of RF receiver
implementation anomalies such as analog-to. The XRC's initial accumulators also decrease
digital (A/D) converter nonlinearities or inter- throughput, thereby, permitting th. implementation
modulation products It is important to note that of a shared ouiitplier/final accumulator to effi-
AP tendse to suppress these compononts as well as ciently process their outputs. A Doppler wipeoff
the intended jammer. The decreasing power level signal is provided to the multi•Lier by a numerl-
of the Input swept CW Jemer shown in Figure 9 is cally controlled oscillator/look-up table which
the result of low pass filtering operation applied derives optimal Doppler frequency estimates from
at the A/D input prior to Amplitude Do"ain Pro- an adaptive carrier tracking loop. The XRC's
cessing. A• predicted, and as shown in Figures 7 fina) outputs are sequentially forwarded to an
aInd 8. bac;'ground noise increases slightly at rhe adaptive loop process r which utilizes measure-
ADP output when a jammer is present In Figure 9 sents of dynamics and jaming levels to optimally
the noise floor at the ADP input is obscured by weight each correlr- n value before final sumsa-
the in-band allased second haers ic component of tion and tracking. functions illustrated in
the swept CV lamer. F'gure 14 are curre f being integrated in s

single VLSI design wiL: a complexity of approxi-In addition -o substantiating Jaýr suppression, rl 000gts
tests were performed to ensure that AD? processing metely 20.000 gates.
does not have a deleterious effect on the CPS
signal itself. The results of poet-correlation Coda Loon Rzoceaatne

date measurements are shown in Figures 10 through The design of the code tracking loop for the XRC

13 and illustrate data recovery performance a t the requires that c sophis:icaced approach be employed
ADP output. Figure 10 shows a baseline measure. to extract maximal information from the available

ment without laming, resulting in ADP processing 2l c porrerator outputs. Intus)ively. the algorithm

of the CPS siga buried in addiive white aus-proces the Xof he PS ig:aL urid i edi~ie •~it Gass- outputs to form an error signal that drives the

ian notse. The mossuremoets consist of spectral loopu and (2) filter the error signal to d enerste
analyses of a squa-e wave which was substituted lo and (f the e sigal togenerafor OPS data to facilitate cswualtien. an estimate of the code Fhasa dalay Moreover,

both functions should optimally adapt to CPS

(nhe upper half of Figure 10 shows the fundamental signal dynamics and jamming conditions.

ard crd oider comonents st the waveform with ADF An adaptive tracking locp with the above
disabled. In this test, data undergoes forward properties was developed for the XaC using methods
and inverse coordinate transformation without froperties filtering the (Rf 3). TeIntrmeiat prcesingbyAD? A omprisn wth from nonlinear filtering theory (Ref. 3). The
Intermdiate proceho int by ADP. A coicparDson with loop has the structure ehovn in Figure 15. which
t loner half of the figlre in d hich ADP rtegaust indicates the major functions of the XRC and its
operation @hawsmnimetetaldegradation of the oise output weighting. the filtering functions of stateThreaetimation and covariance propnoagIn, and rate
floor, a result predicted by theory. The net siding by an Inertial Nevigation System.

result is that, in the absence of a jamser. ADP

produces no oigrifi.;ant degradation of SNR
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The operation of the adaptive code lcop is most The adaptive code tracking loop was evaluated via

easily undarstood by first considering its estima- Morta-Carlo simulation of a variety of stressing
tion covariance algorithms. The estimatio alg4- scenarios which included initial acquisition as

rithe, which is a second-order loop that estimates well as tracking of both CW and broadband jaing.
residual coda phase and its rare, performs rhe Figures 16(a) and 16(b), respectively, depict the
usual filtering function of traditional code LVS acceleration between the receiver and a CPS
tracking loops. However, as is typical with state satellite and the simulated jaming-to-sinl
estimation algorithas, and in contrast to typical (W/S) ratio at the, receiver input for a broadband
CPS receivers. the adaptive loop elal continuously j mr. Note that the LOS acceleration varies
ndjusts its bandwidth to the enrvironment by between t6 g with jerk levels in excess of 10 g/a,
modifying the loop gains as a function of the and J/S ranges from 32 dB to 80 dB at the receiver
estimated jaming level and the covariance of the input. Under these conditions, the adaptive loop
estimation error. It is through this process, performance is shown in FIgure 16(c), with the
which depends upon the covariance algorithm solid graph reprasenting the coda phase estimation
reliably predicting the statistics of the tracking error and the dashed graph is the standard devia-
error, that the tracking loops can respond to high tion of the error predicted by the covariance
dynamics while minimizing the effects of high algorithm. It is observed that the tracking error
jasming. This covcriance algorith. is similar to generally remains well within a code chip (approx-
that found in standard Kalman filtets, except that imately 30 m) throughout the entire scenario, even
its development was oased upon a nonlinear during periods where J/S is 80 dB, and that the
measurement model of the XRC operating as a computed standard deviation of the code tracking
square-law detector. The algorithm responds to error typically agrees quite well with the actual
the residual acceleration, whirh is a ftnction of error.
the modeled INS error parameters and the instan-
tiaeous vehicle dynamics, and to the jamming Carrier Loon PLocessine
environment, which can be estimated from outputs The conventional approach to carrier tracking loop
of the XJC. Since the algorLthm is based upon design employs a Costes tracking loop to process
nonlinear filtering methods with covariance the on-time correlator's inphase channel to
responding directly to the outputs of the XPC. the produce an estimate of the encoded data, utilizes
adaptive tracking loops, in contrast to those of a that estimate to data-demodulate the quadratwre
typlcal Kalman filter. promises improved robust. measurement, and filters the resulting error
ness because its estimation error directly affects signal to track carrier phase and Doppler. Typi-
the c)variance via feedback through the cot- cally, the Costas loop is nonadaptive and there-
relator fore, suffers performance degradation and loss-of-

lock when jamalng and dynamics vary significantly
FolLowin6 an estimation of residual code phase from the baseline design point.
rate, INS rate-aiding is introduced to develop an
estimate of line-of-sight (LOS) velocity. This is Two features which provide significant benefit
subsequently integrated by the NCO to produce an over conventional Costas loop are INS aiding and
cstimate of code phase delay, which closes the adaptive tracking. As in the case of the code
loop through the XRC. INS rate-aiding lowers tracking loop. INS aiding permits lower bandwidths
tracking looi bandwidth requirements by reducing to reject Jpiner power by reducing the dynamics
the band•idtn of the signal processed by the code that must be processed. This also improves
loop That is. the loop only needs to track the accuracy by reducing the effects of jamer-induced
residual between the tr-c LOS and that estimated noise on the carrier phase and Doppler estimates.
by the INS Consequet.tly, the tracking loop can but primarily serves to extend the receiver's
maintain lock under high jamming with significant- loss-of-lock threshold. As in the code loop, gain
ly lower bandwidth to improve accuracy by provid- adaptatlion Improves the carr.er loop performance
Ing a lower-oise code phase estimate by optimally adjusting loop ban.4width in response

to measurements of the environment. However.
The XRC estimator and cuvariarce weights, which since the Doppler-induced dynamics processed by
are computed optimally based upon the solution to the carrier loop are significantly higher than
the nonlinear filtering problem, are driven those of the code loop. a sufficiently accurate
primarily by the variance of the code phase implementation of the aiding raeasurement requires
estimation error. In severe environmental sltua- a more detailed accounting of error sources
tions in which the computed variance of the rrack- Including lever arm effects and the latency and
ing error is large, range extension occurs wit'. an update rate of the INS data
automatic increase of the estimator weights for
correlators that are far-reaved from the on-time The adaptive carrier tracking loop operates on the
or prompt channel As environmental conditions XRC's prompt output in a manner analogcus to the
improve and the error variance decreases, theme Costas loop discussed previoumly by processing the
weights adjust so that only those correlators near Inphsse channel to estimate the data while utiliz.
the on-time estimate are weighted. flhis ensures ing the quadrature channel to drive the tracking
that the code phase tracking error is always loop (see Figure 17). However, in contrast to the
within the detection envelope, end facilitates Costas loop, which implements a hard limiter to
automatic reacquisition of the code phase when estimate the data bit the adaptive carrier loop
cnnditiona improve. The covaraince weights are employs an adaptive soft limiter (or a hyperbolic
adjusted by the algorithm to ensure that the tangent) for this function. The advantage of this
statistics of the estimation error ere consistent approach, which is based upon maximum likelihood
with measurements observed it the output of the estimation, is that, whereas in high-jamming
Xgt. If the measurements Indicate that the acrjeal situatiuns the hard limiter behaves erratically by
error is larger than the predicted I-sigma value, responding primarily to noise, the soit Ikmitei
then the weighted XRC measurements tend to cause adapts to the predicted tracking error variance
the coveriance to increase Conversely. if the and the computed inphase noise variance to
observed tracking accuracy is bettor then initiate a gein reduction when conditions are
predicted, then a corrective term in the algorithm scvere, thus resulting in more stable operation
causes the covariance to decrease As an overall Under benign conditions of tight carrier loop
consequence, the entire tracking loop is lese tracking and negligible jamming the soft limiter

sensitive to modeling and messurement errors as*o- revert to a hard limiter
teated with residual dynamics and the Jeming
envitoroment.
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After data estimation, the quadrature signal is REFERENCES
data demodulated to provide a signal proportional
to the carrier phase tracking error for the loop
-filtr. Th loop filter i" derived uIng non- l. C•on. J., Otm. Coincidea. Procedur.e
linear estimation (Ref. 3) and consists of a for Detecting Weak Siegmls in Noise, IEEE
third-order estimation algorithm to compute Transactions on Information Theory, 1960.
carrier phase. Doppler, end residual acceleration.
An additional covariance algorithm is used for 2. Advanced GPS Receiver Technolotv Program.
gain adaptation and to adjust the parameters of Critical Design Review. CSDL-P-2904, The
the soft limiter. Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, Inc., Cam-

bridge, NA, Nov. 1989.
The adaptive carrier loop yes analyzed via Monte-
Carlo simulation for a variety of scenarios, 3- Jazwinski, A.R., Stochastic Processes and
including the LOS acceleration profile shown pre- Fil&er Th2ro, Academic Press, Now York,
viously in Figure 16(a). Of primary interest was 1970.
the J/S loss-of-lock thresholds for broadband and
CW jamming envirornents. Under the ±6 g accelera-
tion profile it was found that loss-of-lock occurs
at approximately 52 dB for the broadband case and
at 49 dB under CW Jamring. This represents as
much as 10 dB improvement over traditional
approaches. Moreover, the resulting velocity
error is approximately 0.02 m/s at 50 dB of broad-
band jaming and 48 dB of CW jamming. The carrier
loop tracking error response to 45 dB of CW
jamming is shown as the solid curve in Figure 18.
Note that the spikes occur at times of large LOS
jerk (- 10 g/s). but rapidly decay. The
1-sigma standard deviation computed by the
covariance algorithm (dashed curve) is shown to
track the actual error closely

Conclusions
implitude Domain Processing and Extended Range
Adaptive Tracking are advanced signal processing
techniques that have been shown to substantially
increase the ECC1 capability of CPS receivers.
ADP has been demonstrated in hardware to sig-
nificantly suppress CW. pulsed CV and swept CW
jammers. An additional significant level of
jammer rejection in provided by Extended Range
Adaptive Tracking which Is currently being imple-
mented in a proof.of-concept demonstration. Adap-
tive tracking loops provide an advantage over con-
vention.al tracking loops in that measurements of
jamming and dynamics are used to optimize tracking
performance. Extended range correlation maintains
code lock for errors greater then I chip and
lowers the need for reacquisition. Overall. the
benefits to be realized by these advanced signal
processing techniques are improved positioning.
velocity estimation, free inertial performance,
and faster reacquisition. both techniques can
provide enhanced baseline ECCN processing for
future CPS systems and, as a VHSIC/VLSI insertion.
can provide ^n efficient, near-term performance
upgrade in current CPS receivers
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Discussion

Dr WAM .UK
lIfthe adversary knew that )ydu were usinig ADP, what would be the optimum itgnal; he s-hould use to achieve maximum
effectiveness - and what then is the overall cffcx-t on the GPS systern?

AubrsRepy
ADP pmovides no process gain apainst Gaussiaiijamming and multiple jammers that tend to appear Gaussian at the ALJP
input. Generating a purely Gaussian jammner is impossible due to the infinite dynamic range necessary. A clipped Gaussian
appears optimal at this wtie. ADP will provide some process gaui against this jamming format with addtttoal ['-('(M duc
to the reduced ERP. At this time the optimal clipping level Ls riot known.

My quenoa is also related to AD)P. If for unstance the janmer is a constant-envelopc. vvpc tim I and 0) cvimponents art:
correlated, of they, amot statistca.1ly independent. Did you take into account this effect in your simnulation?

The simnulation was a Monte-Carlo, simulation, and hence it incuded a skftwarc replica of an IF to ha'.eband converter. So
tt did very well simulate the comrlation between I and Q channels for a CW or cotistant-envelope Ivifmer.
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The anti-Jam performance of fast frequency hopping spread spectrum communications is
proportlonal to the -atto of the spread bandwidth to the hop rate. In fast hopping, there are L Z I hops
per data symbol transmitted. In the presence of very strong jammers. improvement of the anti-jam
performance may be required. Extra ECCM performance can be obtained by using the redundancy. L in
a process called diversity combining. To date, the predominant type of diversity combining uses some
nonlinearity to reduce the e&ect of a very powerful Jamming signaal on a few of the L hops. Normalized
envelope detection (NED) Is the best example of this type. A new type. called the "moment
subtraction" method. is introduced here. Examples of both types are described and then error
performance results are presented for very large noise and multitone Jamming (SR - 0 dB). It is found
that bit error rates as high as 0.4 can be reduced to <0.1 for L < 10 by both types of diversity combining
and that one of the moment methods does even better than the baseline NED method.

1 Introduction

Frequency hopping IFH) spread spectrum (SS) is a very powerful ECCM technique for combatting

the effects of Jamming on digital radio links. A number of current military radio systems. both
terrestrial and satellite, use FH for anti-Jam protection. FH has become the SS technique of choice in

applications where very strong Jammers are a threat- This popularity over other SS techniques arises

from the combination of two facts: the anti-Jam protection afforded by any SS system is proportional to
the spread bandwidth and. for a number of practical implementation reasons, it is easier to implement

the largest spreading with FH.

In strong jamming. fast FH becomes necessary and is the form considered mn this paper. Here, fast
hopping is in the relative sense, and means that the hop rate is greater than or equal to the data symbol

rate. It Is assumed here that the absolute hop rate is sufficiently high so as to eliminate follower

Jammers as a threat.

The usual assumption, that the Jammer has a limited average power but can arrange this power so
as to cause the worst (highest) error performance in the communications link. is used here. It is
further asumed that the Jammer knows all the parameters of the FH link except the pseudo-random
hopping pattern. An intelligent jammer of intermediate power level has available some simple jammer

EC3M strategies that can make much more effetive use of the available jamming power and degrade

communcations performance well below that expected for a given Jammer level Ill- These strategies

Include partial-band noise (PBN) jamming and multiple-tone (Mr) Jamming IlI- Fortunately. such

EC 3M Jammer strategies can easily be countered by forward-error-correction (FEC) techniques.l21.

If the Jammer has sufficient power, then the worst case EC 3M jamming strategy becomes the
simple one of spreading the Jamming uniformly across the hopping band. Under such conditions, the
error rate becomes unacceptably high, even with a combination of fast FH and normal FEC coding. The

reason for this breakdown is that FEC coding is normally used to reduce a moderate hit-errot rate
(BER) (<10- 2 ) to less than a target BEM. say <10-5. Since in strong Jamming the BER at the input to
the decoder may be >10"1. an Intermediate step is required. Fortunately, an EC 4 M technique called

"time diversity" is available to provide this step. It involves the use of redundancy by repeating the

transmitted symbol on L hops at the expense of bit rate. This simple diversity can be viewed as
repetition encoding At the receiver, the received L hops must be combined In some manner so as to



determoe the actual symbol transmitted. A variety of such diversity combining techniques have been

devised.
A good diversity combining technique should not only gve g•OOd perormance enhancement agint

large levels of PBN or MT jamming. but alo be robust to changes in jam•imng strategy. Although

numerous techniques have been proposed. only a relatively small number satif both of thesi criter0a

In this paper. the best of these diversity combining techniques are discussed. A new class of diversity

comnitrng that uses moment subtraction techniques is introduccd.

First. in this paper. the basic fast FIH system, and the signal and interference are described. Next

the concept of processing gain, when Fli and diversity combining are combined. is discussed. Then

diverty combining in general is described followed by a discussion of the two principle forms, namely.

across-b4n, and across-hop diversity combining. Finally. simulation performance results are presented.

2 PIK 87utsm Deecxfptho
The system model considered in this paper is shown in Fig. 1. Transmitted signals are

noncoherent M-ary frequency shift keýed (MFSK) orthogonal signals that frequency hop over a total

spreA-etm bandwidth of Wss. The M-ary symbol rat-_, Rs, is related to the bit rate, Rb, by R 5 = Rb

/ .og2M The hop rate is Rh so that the dversity level is
L-=Ph I/Rs. l

It is assumed here that the hop period. 7)T is Th - I / Rh. The frequency hopping pattern is generated

from a pseudo-random (PN) sequence which can be encrypted (transec) to prevent an e-,emy from

determining the sequence. The smallest step size between two adjacent hop frequencies should be no

more than Rh and generally is less in order to defeat certain jammer strategies. Multiple users can

easily be accommodated by use of frequency division multiple access (FDNt}_

At the receiver, the signal is dehopped by mixing wvith a replica of the original hopping pattern.

The MFSK signal is demodulated by a bank of M matched filters. A good method of performing this

demodulation and simultaneously separating multiple users is to use a Fourier transform processor

which is mathematically equivalent to the bank of matched filters. The output of the transformer is

envelope detected and then sampled to give. for the tth hop and the rnth frequency bin. the sample

zrg. where m = 1.2.-..M. and f = 1.2 ..... L For L hope. there are L/ envelope sample values available for

determining which of the M possible symbols was actually transritted.

BINARY BINARY

Rb DATA IN Rb DATA OUT

BINARY TO ARY TO DIVERSITY
W-ARY mIAYCMIE

CONVERSION JME OVRINzl1t4

, ir DETECT

PNSEUECE FREQUENCY FREQUENCY111 PNSQECE,NERATOR -SYNTHESIZER SGENERATOR

iG- IL A block diagria of the fast frequer.y hopping M-ary NCFSK system.



3 SIpal m htu~en. Deftz~phmm
The power in a reed M-ry sigral tone is PS. so that the energ per symtl s Eh - PsT h. The

receiver system nowe to assumed to be add*tve vhite Gausian nolse LAWGN) with single sided power
spectral density No- 7be signal to nose atio used bere Is then SNR - Eh / No .

be total aveep Jamimig power is assumed to be linited to some value JA Te jamming can be in

the form of AWON or in the form of tones.
For noise jamming, a Jamming noise power spectral density is often defined as JO a Jz /Ws5 which

is the power density that would occur If the jamming power were uniformly spread across the entire
hop bandwidth. The effective partial-band noise (PEN) SJR is then S&Rp9N n Eh /Jo - For PBN
jamming. a firction y of the band W 5 is jammed at a power density of JO /y, and the remaining firaction
I- y of the bd is not jammed.

For tone jamming a spectral density is not meaningfuL The starting point for defining an
equivalent mult-tone SM. is to calculate the power Pj In a single tone if the total jamming power. Jt .
wext spread in N tones at a spacing of Rh across the band. yW.s, so that N - yW s/Rh. Here it is

assumed that the Jamr is the worst case in Houston's sense [1] so that in the bands jammed, there is
only one jamm tone per Wary channel. Thus the effective SJR is SJRb-r ,, (M/yJ (Ps / P).

For this paper. it wil always be assumed that the effective SJR is low, say S 5 d8. For such levels, it
can be shown Q tOh for worst case jamming with either PBN or MT jamming. y=- 1. i.e.. the jamming
is spread uniformly across the entire hop band. Was. Therefore, we always use y = I here, so that

SJRPS - Eh /NO (2a)
and SJRMT - NIMPS/P (2b)

The above parameters were defined at the input to the receiver in Fig- 1 For the subsequent
analysis, the parameters at the output of the Fourier transformer are of more Interest and are now
given.

The envelopes. zm at the output of the Fr device can be expressed in terms of two components

-. (4d +. yýJ,j t (3)
If the Input interference consiits of system noise plus full banr noise jamming then the two

components are
xmL - A.. costqi + nca (4a)

and
ymr - Au . stnS, + ntsmi (4b)

where the sgr &al amplitude is

A,% = 2VEhTh = 2ThI•PaE A. I the signal bin

-O in the oth M-I bins. (5)
The noise interference components. nc and ns. are Gaussian random variables with zero mean and

variance
0r2= (N. + Jo)

T
h [6)

where N. + J. is the sum of the system- and Jamming-noise power spectral density before the Fourier
transform. The signal to interference ratio is then SIR a EhAN. + J.) . The parameter 01 is a random
phase undorml- distributed between 0 and 2a

If the input interference consists of system noise plus MT jamming. then the two components of
Zrm are

Xmj a Aim osO, + rt,?u + Aytm) coso (7a)

and
y-w - As,. sbn*+ n,,. + AiL.m) stn~f (7b)

where # is a uniformly distributed random phase between 0 and 21. For worst case (Houson's sense)

jamming there is a sig Jamming tone located randomly. hop-to-hop. in one of the M bins at a power
levl of UPj. The amplitude of the jamming tone akre is

K(/.m). 2Th,-Mlj a A.1 ,n the jammed bin on the Ith hop

-0 in the W--I non jammed bins.on the Ith hop. (8)
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The 1 I" n the subscript of Ani Indicates that there is only a single Jamming tone per Wary channkel.
The value of P1 is found from the given SJRMT by (2b) for y -I and worst case jamming in Houston's

sense. For more than one jamming tone, the relation (2b) can be modified appropriately.
For noise interference only, i.e. no tones, the probability density function (pdf) of the envelopes zni

is Rician [31. The moments of interest here are the first, second and fourth, given by 131

9Yz - 6/2 e~xp-A.2,4o•) (1 + A•2,j2a2) QoASM/4a) + (A,ýI22) I1(A.2,,J40) (9)

E(Z2]1 2a2 + A'M (10)

and Oej - 8ar4÷ aA.2o2 + A4( )

For system noise plus tone jamming, the pdf becomes more complicated than Rician because of the

interaction of the signal and Jamming tones according to (7a) and (7b). However. if the SNR is

sufficiently high, then the slight effect of the system noise can be ignored and the probability

distribution of each bin on each hop can be found. Regardless of the form of interference, the one-half.

first, second and fourth moments are calculated from the envelope measurements zu by
L

tIPXn-.2 zi p= -/2. 1,2. and 4 (12)

respectively. In the moment methods of divtrsity combining. these estimates of the moments are used

in various combinations.

4 Proceaaing Gain
A measure of the performance Improvement of a spread spectrum system is the processrng gain.

The concept of processing gain is valid only for noise interference that Is spread unifonnly auross the
spread band, Ws. For other types cfjamming. such as PBN and NIT jammingn. PG has less significance

Nonetheless. it can be used as an ideal objective at which to aim. It is particularly applicable when

diversity combining is used because then. the worst-case jamming distribution is uniform noise or
multitone lamming across the entire band. Therefore. the jammer is forced to broad band jamming

which. fortuitously. is the condition under which FH performs the best!

It is common to define the processing gain of an SS system as

PG, = Wss / Rb (J 3)
where ,Ah is the infortnation bit rate For fast Fii tliis definition is iwcorrrct anI gives an optimistic

value compared to the correct definition
PGh - W'ss/R,, (!,41

This definition is justified by a simple argument. The eftectivc animmig pwer spectral dtensitv for
wideband noise was seen to be Jo = Jf / "As For the signal. recall thi t E#1 = P, / Rt, int-s the cftective

SJR defined by (2a) can be rearranged to giv.e for .•.,! band noise jamlntg

-SJRr = = 11'ss (15)J, J, Rh(
which shows that the effective SJR is the actual input SJR increasetJ by a factor which is PG1 t, defined

by (14). Therefore. (14) represents the improvement in perfotmanie of an FH system iii the presence

of wideband noise jamming.

If the jammer uses PBN or MT Jamming strategies. definition (!4) for PG,?; becomes ,heaningless

and the PG actually achieved can be tens (A dB below that predictrd by (14) For larger '.shines of

effective SJR. say. about 210 dB. this very large degradation In performance cani be m'stlY recoverel
with mtandard e'rrr- rnr-tt-rn (EC) cOd!ng techniques [21.

If the Jamming is large, say SJR << 10 dB. then the processing gain defined by (14) will not be
sufficient to provide a large enough effective SJR to result In an acceptable bit error rate (BER) If R, <

Rh . there Is a redundancy arising from the diversity. L. given by (1). that can be exploited to obtain

additional Processing gain which is denoted the diversity processing gain

PL R-/R, (16)
it is not yet known If PGt given by (16) can be obtained, or if it is even a limiting factor Fio')in some

results to date it appears that it can not only be achieved, but exceeded.
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In order to exploit the potential PG arising from the diversity redundancy, a means of diversity
combining at the receiver is required and is the subject of this paper. This diversity can be viewed as
{L.1) repetition coding.

5 Diversty Combinig in General
The LM envelope samples, znw collected on L hops in the M bins, are available to make a decision

as to which one of the M symbols was actually transmitted.. An example of a set of LM such samples is
ohown in Fig. 2 for tone ,tnming plus system noise. In this example. M-8. and L-7. T'he system noise
is seen to cause the signal, located here in bin number 1. to vary in amplitude. The system noise in the
non-signal bins is omitted for clarity. The following heuristic discussion on diversity combining is for
the tone jamming example of Fig. 2 but is equally valid for noise jamming.

? = SIGNAL TONEZird + SY8•S NOISE

S• =JAMCMING TONE

:A :

.0

1 2 *#***** M %

BIN NUBOR. m--

Fig. 2. Example of the L x M matrix of samples. z,n for tone
jamming- System noise causes the signal level to vary The
system noise in the non-signal bins is omitted for clarity

Linear diversity combining can be considered the basic or baseline diversity combining method in
that the LMf values, z,, are not preprocessed in any manner. In linear combining, the L values in each
frequency bin (see Fig. 2) are added to form the M sums

L

y, - I ZM1  (17)

The btri wth the largest sum. ym. is declared to correspond to the receied symbol. Linear combining
can be vieweo as soft decision decoding of the (L.}) repetition code. This method works well in wide
band noise but is very susceptible tc jammer strategy attacks. For example, a single large tone in one of
the non-signal bins on just one hop could cause a symbol error.

In an attempt to overcome the considerable vulnerability of linear combining to jammer strategy
zhanges. a wide variety of other diversity combining techniques have been devised. These techniques
can be divided into two types that depend upon whether the initial processing of the samples zmi is
done across bins on each hop, or across hops on each frequency bin. They will be called here. across-
bin. and across-hop diversity combining, respectively.

In the across-bin approach. on each hop (see Fig. 2) the M values of zmi are processed in a manner
that reduces the effect of non-signal bins containing very large Jammers. Numerous nonlinear
operations have been suggested to implfment this reduction. This operation results in M modified
values. z',w. for the Ith hop. Then the L modified values are added to form the M sums

L

Aan- e Zbh (18)I Again, the bin with the largest sum. Ym is deckired to cor respond to ' -received symbol
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In across-hop diversity combining, the L values of zft are processed In each bin to produce a single
value. Ym . Once again, the largest value of Ym is declared to correspond to the received symbol. The
processing across the hops is designed to reduce the effects of jamming.

Since the across-bin and across-hop combining methods can be considered orthogonal methods.
there is some thought that it might be possible to apply both techniques simultaneously. No significant
work has yet been dor.e on this possibility. The major difficulty is determining two good
complementary methods.

Many methods have been proposed that use "side informaton." By some means, one attempts to
determine if a particular hop has been jammed or not and to use this information to either discard
jammed hops entirely. or to assign a quality value to the hop. There are considerable disadvantages to
the use of side information. First. the side information tends to be unreliable and can complicate the
overall system qui',e considerably. Secondly, diversity combining approaches we have looked at are
prone to simple Jammer strategy attacks tnat make performance worse than if side information were
not used. The worst disadvantage is that In the presence of very large jamming, which is of interest
here, all hops could be jammed, rendering side information useless. Thus, we do not consider side
information here.

If at the transmitter, the diversity repetition L is replaced by a low-rate. r - 1IL. EC encoding [41,
then at the receiver, the diversity combining becomes decoding. In effect, a more complex code
replaces the simple IL. 1) repetition code. Generally. hard decisions are required before the decoding
because. otherwise. the jammer could devise some simple counter strategies to nullify the benefits of
the coding. Low rate encoding has the major disadvantage of being somewhat more complex to
implement than the diversity methods considered here. Also, there is little flexibility to change the
code rate as compared to simple diversity. There is concern that low-rate coding may exhibit the same
failure mechanism found in high-rate codes where the output error rate uf the decoder becomes higher
than the input error rate once a certain input error rate is exceeded. Since the applicat.crn here is to
very low SJR.s, the input error rate is expected to be very high so such a failure would be likely, and is
therefore, unacceptable. Finally. it arpears from early results that some of the diversity combining
techniques considered here perform as well or better than low-rate EC coding even if the other
problems can be overlooked. Therefore, low-rate EC coding. beyond an (L, II repetition code, is not
c:onsidered in any depth in this paper

6 Acro.-bin Diventity Combining
Although a large variety of across-bin divcrsity combining techniques have been discussed in the

literature. we will highlight just a few.
Hard decision majority vote (HDMV) 151. 111 is probably the eailiest and simplest of the nonlinear

diversity combining methods. It consists simply of choosing the bin with the largest value on each of
the L hops. The bin with the most 'votes- is declared to correspond to the received symbol. It works
moderately well against tone jammers and Is not degraded by changes in jammer strategy. Some
analysis is found in 151 and I11. and results for L = 3 to 9. and for M from 2 to 16 are given in Il1 The
HDMV combining method also can be viewed as hard decision decoding of the (L. 1) repetition code.
Since it discards useful information in fonning the hard decisions, it tends to be a poor perfiormer.
From another viewpoint, it can be seen as being at the extreme end of the across-bin methods with
linear combining being at the other extreme. All other across-bin methods fall between these two
extremes.

There are numerous methods of diversity combining that attempt to reduce the effect of very
strong Jammers occurring on the occasional hop without going to the extreme of the HDMV method. A
few of these are discussed below.

Ratio-threshold combining 161 provides some protection against worst case jamming, but a means
of determining the proper threshold is required Similarly. the clipping-combining technique 171 clips
large signal levels to a value determined by measuring the output voltage level. In practice, this
measurement can be difficult to obtain, and can vary greatly from hop to hop. Both of these methods
require external information and involve the setting of levels or thresholds which makes them
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vulnerable to intelligent or powerful jammers. In this paper, we consider only those combining
techniques that use the LM samples alone to provide the most rabust perkrmance possible.

The normalzed-envelope detection (NED) method 181 has stood the test of time. It performs as
well or better than all the other across-bin diversity combining techniques, is robust to changes In
jammer strateg•. and is relatively easy to implement in real time 19). NED combining will be used here
as the premier example of across-bin combining. In the NED combining method, the envelope samples
in all M bins for the ith hop are normalized by dividing by their sum to give a normalized set of values

M

nul

At the end of L hops. the L values, grw. in each bin are summed according to
L

Ym gn. (20)

and the ym with the largest value is declared to correspond to the symbol received. The normalization
process (19) reduces the effect of very large jamming signals.

There are a number of combining techniques that operate in a manner similar to NED. In the list-
metric method 1l01. each ui the M bins on each hop Is given a weight according to its rank in an
ordered list. The weighting scheme Is clearly Important and is chosen to reduce the effects of very
large jamming tones. At the end of L hops. the L weights for each frequency bin are combined in some
manner and the largest chosen. It is probably slightly more difficult to implement than NED and should
perform about as well. In ratio-statistic combining 161. the M sample values. Z,,", on each hop are

divided by the maximum of the M samples. Thus. the largest bin will have a modified value of unity.
regardless of the amplitude of any jamming. and all other bins will have a smaller value. It is slightly
more difficult to implement than NED and should perform about as well. Another method closely
related to NED is self-normalizing combining 111.

7 Acr@..-hop Diveridty Combining
There seems to be far fewer across-hop methods of diversity combining than the large number of

across-bin methods. The only across-hop method known to the authors until now is the order-statistic
method 1121. In this method. the largest value In each of the M bins is discarded. Then the linear sum.
as in (17). is made of the remaining L,-I values and the bin with the largest sum is chosen. Although
this method throws out information. it seems to perform reasonably well.

A new formm a far as we know. of across-hop diversity combining was introduced In 1131- It is
called, for lack of a better name. "moment subtraction" diversity combining. In this approach, the L
samples in each bin are considered together. Because this topic is new. it will be described in more
detail than were other combining methods.

To explain the methode constder the signal benu bin number tn In Fig. 2. The sample values zthe
fluctuate because of the stem noise and because a jammer tone hits one of the hops. Howeverl the
sample values should, in the absence of any interference be constant and equal thu e ofpsytem of the
signal. Similarly, the value of the samples in the non-signal bins fluctuates because of system noise and
Interference. but, in the absence of any interferencef the samples would be constant with amplitude
ero. Therefore. the approach taken is to consider any fluctuamopls over L hops in any of the M bins to

be caused by interference. Various moments of the L samples are calculated and are used in a
subtraction p rocess in an attempt to reduce the fluctuatigns and make a better estimate of the base
amplitude (Af in the signal bin and zero in the M-s non-sbgnal blns)e The bin with the largest
amplitude after the moment-subtractcon process has been completed is selected as the one
corresponding to the received symbol.

At th- s writinge three forms of moment subtractmon have been considered and are named the
fourth-and-oecond moment (4-2M) method, the second-and-first moment (2-iM) method, and the
thatt-hed-one-half moment is not a f a k moments used f n the particular method Note
that the "one-falf moment" is not a formally known moment but is found useful here.

The basi.s of the moment subtraction method came from the observation in 114) that in th~e presen•ce of AWGN

only. the moments In (10) and (11) can be combined to give
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2 ]- = 4__21. (21)
Note that m this operation, the resultant is the desired signal to the fourth power with no interference

whatsoevert This equation was used directly to generate the (4-2M) method. The estimates. 774,r and

rhm . of the fourth and second moment from (12) are calculated for each of the M bins, and then these

two are combined according to

vi a 2?Om- 14m. 122)
The bin with the largest value of vm is selected as corresponding to the received symbol. In simulation

results it was found that this method indeed did well against AWON. However, it did poorly against

multitone jamming. At this point, other moment subtraction methods were sought that did well in both

Snoise and tone jamming.
In an ad hoc search the (2-1M) algortihLm given by

qm - 2r17 in- m , (23]

gave very impressive performance against tones combined with respectable performance against noise.

Then, it was reasoned that if going from the fourth and second moments to the smaller second and first

moments improved tone performance, then going to even smaller moments might be better. The (I-
1/2M) algorithm given by

bm. 2j7?/2m- illm. (24)

was found to give even better performance against tones at the expense of reduced performance against

noise.

8 Es mple Pwf=rane Resufts
The performance of linear. HDMV, NED. 4-2M. 2-lM. 1-1/2M, and order statistic (OS) diversity

combining methods was evaluated by simulation anal-sis. The performance was evaluated in both full

band noise and multitone jamming. In order to provide realistic results, in all the simu!atlons. system
noise was added at a level of Eh/No - 13.35 dB. In all the results presented here, an SiR. as defined in

(2). of 0.0 dB was used. This level of jamming implies a very large jammer that exceeds the processing

gain capability of the FH alone. The perforntance is presented in Figs. 3 and 4 as the resulting bit error

rate as a function of the dives.-ty L from I to 32.

For noise jamming, it Is seen in Fig. 3 that all the methods correct the very high DIER ol aLut 0.4

down to <-0.1 for diversity levels L 16. and that all methods function within a relatively small range of

each other Within this range. the HDMV is clearly the worst performer whereas the linear combining

has a very slight advantage over the closest rivals, the NED. OS. and 4-2M methods.
For tone Jamming. as shown In Fig. 4. there is a considerable difference in performance of the 7

methods. The HDMV method gives no performance improvement at all and the 4-2M method gives

very little Improvement. The linear. OS and NED methods, all give very good performance

enhancement and are within a very small range of each other. Although the linear method did well

against the tones, it is cautioned that a simple change In the level of the tones could be used to greatly

degrade its performance. Finally. it is seen that the 2-1M, and especially the I-I/2M method perform

extremely well. For example, a diversity of L - 6 is sufficient to bring the BER from about 0 4 to s 10-2.
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Bit Error Rate

10-2 Linear- -NED

0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32

Diversity Level L

Fig. 3. The bit error rate calculated via simulation of 7 diver-sity combining methods in the presence of
system noise at SNR=s13.35 dB plus wideband noise jamming at S-JR= 0.0 dB.

Bit Error Rate

IIDNIV

10-I. .

OS -

10.2 2 iNI
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0 4 h 12 Zt 24 26 32

Diversity Level L

Fig- 4. The bit error rate calculated via simulation of 7 diversity combining r-iethods an the presence of
system noise at SNRh. 13.35 dB plus wideband tone Jamming at SJR- 0.0 dB



9 Conclusion
It has oen shown that diversity combining techniques can indeed extend the performance of fast

FH SS. For all of the 7 methods simulated, it was found that there was substantial performance
enhancement against noise jamming. Furthermore. all these methods performed similarly with linear
being slightly the best and HDMV being the worst. In tone jamming, there was a wide variation in the
performance of the 7 methods. The HDMV and the 4-2M methods failed to provide any significant
enhancement. The OS, NED. and tintar methods provided very substantial improvement. Finally, two
of the moment subtraction methods, the 2-IM, and 1-1/2M methods, provided exceptionally good
performance enhancement.

The above results seem to indicate that the linear. OS, NED. 2-lM. and 1-1/2M methods should
be considered further. It is particularly important to consider various tone Jamming strategies. For
example. the linear method performed well in the tone Jamming assumed for the simulations whereas
there are likely simple tone jamming strategies that would eliminate its capability. Similarly. it is
important to search for strategy vulnerabilities for all the methods.
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Discussion

A.Yamad, Aerospace Corp, US
What is the sensitivity of your approach to the MFSK symbol size? Can the approach be used to counter fading,
simultaneous with jamming?

Autbos Repy
Our simulations haven't gone beyond M - 8 so we really don't know, in answer to your question. There's usually always a
debate (as to) what values of M should be chosen and rm sure it will make a difference. But the kind of system we've been
looking at tends to be working at M - 8 so that's why we concentrated on it. There may be better values, it's quite true. Now
the second question__ He wants to know, if you had simultaneous fading and jamming would these methods work? I think,
obviously, if the diversity L was large enough it certainly would, and I think intuitively that even smaller values of L would
help as long as the L hops span the decorrelation time of the fading - just like any interleavuig would do.

E.Babibm& Charles Stark Draper Laboratory, US
A trend is evident by using progressively lower moments as a metric n divtiaity '.,mbtmng Have you considered using
M 1/2 - M 1/4 as a metric?

Authoes
Week by week we come up with a new method and, yes. that is the trend, but I don't know if well continue that trend to one-
quarter and one-half moment combining. If you look at the paper or at the graphs you'll see that although it's getting better
against tone jamming it's starting to get worse against noise jamming. So I think we'%v come to the limit of how low we can
go with these moments. But that is a good question and we certainly thought about it.
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AN OVERVIEW OF ECC3 FACTORS IN nISATCO0K SYSIIIS
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SUKKARY This paper is based on R&f. I and is

a logical follow-up to Ref. 2. which
provides a brief description and assessment

This paper &ims to identify and of pos ulaed threats to MILSATCON systems.
discuss the relative significance of the The factors Influencing the ECCH perform-
factors affecting the ECCX performance of onoe of HILSATCON systems are identified
MILSATCOM systems. These factors are and discussed. The paper presents predic-
identified through the performance tlons for the performance of KILSATCON
predictions for MILSATCOK systems. systems. operating with geostationary
operating with geostationary satellites, satellites, under up- and downlink jamming
under up- and downlink jamming. The as a function of jammer and user system
factors influencing the system performance parameters and investigates the vul-
against signal exploitation and repeat-back nerability of the user system against
jamming are also discussed. The paper also signal exploitation and repeat-back jamming
provides a discussion of the effects of the (RlI). The implications of anti-jamming
frequency of operation (SHF and EHF bands) (AJ) and low probability of exploitation
on the ECCN factors. (LPE) modes of operation in super-high

frequencies (SHF) and extresely high
frequencies (EHF) bands are also studied.

1. INTRODUCTION The relative advantages of the two main
spread spectrum systems (frequency hopping
and direct sequence) and discussed vis-a-

Balanced protection of communication vis the ECCM they provide to MILSATCON
resources against postulated threats is one systems. The relevant ECCM to improve the
of the key requirements of military system performance are identified and dis-
communications systems. To this end. one cussed.
first needs a threat description which
consists of identifying plausible threat
scenarios against which the system must be 2. JAMMING
protected. Then comes the assessment of
the threat, which provides a detailed
projection or estimation of the enemy's SATCOM systems can be jammed on the
capabilities for designated threat scene- dovnlinks and the uplinks. A jamming
rios. The performance of the user system technique can be chosen on the basis of the
can then be predicted vis-a-vis the information available on the character-
postulated threats and as a function of istics of the satellite and thp ground
equipment and waveform designs of both the segment. Brute-force jamming operates on
user and the enemy. The provision of the premise that if enough jamming power is
electronic counter-countermeasures (ECCM) radiated into a receiver, the user signal
for improving the system performance may will be indistinguishable from the jamming
require a re-evaluation of the designated signal and the system will collapse. If
throat scenarios and re-assessment of the the complete degradation of the system
threat. would be impractical, a jammer may aim to

create sufficient disruption in the system
Implementation of cost-effective to delay the correct appreciation of the

KCCN for the realization of robust military threat situation until it is too late to
satellite communications (NILSATCON) take counter-action. A jammer may also opt
systems clearly depends on the identi- for low-level (nuisance) jamming to create
fication of the relative effectiveness of confusion as to the source of salfunc-
all the relevant factors. The ECCN to be tioning in the system Specific weaknesses
provided should be carefully planned of a system can also be exploited hy &n
between often conflicting requirements. intelligent jammer.
The system vulnerability should be balanced
between the ground segment, space segment A Jammer may exploit the frequency
and the propagation path as well as with scale by distributing its power over the
other protective meacures such as those whole or part of the spreading bandwidth.
countering nuclear and physical threots. which corresponds respectively to full-band
The relative importance of a NILSATCON end partiol-band lameing Another strategy
system in the whole military communication may consist of dietributing tne jamming
framework should also be borne in mind. power into a series of tones (generally of
The survivability of the system cannot and equal frequency spacing and power) which
should not be at any cost and there should occupy part or all of the spreading
be a trade-off between the syatem surviv- bandwidth. As a special case of this.
ability end the minimization of attendant jamming power may be contained in a single
costs. tone, operating in pulsed or continuous

All views and opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily
represent those of SHAPR ot NATO.
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wave (CW) mode. Partial-band jamming is carrier tracking loop and coamunication
effective when the jammer power is not demodulator. At high Jammer effective
sufficient to cause high enough hit error Isotropically radiated power (EIRP) levels.
rate (BER) in the channel by jamming the the satellite transponder becomes saturated
whole bandwidth. Under these conditions, and the downlink signals undergo AN
the jammer trades the jamming bandwidth modulation; the modulation coefficient and
with jamming power detssity (noise or tone) its rate may be chosen to maximize the
so as to be more effective- Percentage of degradation in gain control/tracking loop
the frequency bandwidth that can be Jammed responses-
increases with increasing jamming power end
full-band jamming becomes feasible when it Similarly, a pulsed Jammer saturates
is sufficiently high. THe use of forward the satellite transponder during the pulse
error correction (FEC) coding and increas- interval; all communications signals are
ing the spread spectrum processing gain then deeply suppressed. By choosing a
constitute the principal countermeasures to "worst-case' duty cycle and pulse rope-
such attacks, tition frequency, the damage caused to the

system can be maximized. Most affected
Similarly. a pulsed jammer can system components from such a jauming

exploit the time scale by jamming at duty strategy would be decoders and phase-locked
cycle values less than or equal to unity. loops performing acquisition and tracking
Pulsed jamming can also be used to Jam duties.
several targets by time-sharing. Coding
and interleaving can alleviate the degra- Under normal operating conditions,
dation caused by pulsed Jamming. the total capacity available from a

satellite is apportioned among various SGTs
Apart from these, a jammer may have and each SGT has a satellite resource

recourse to deception. spoofing and hit- budget (power and bandwidth) according to
and-run attacks to put the user system in a its traffic requirements; various SGTs may
better defended, but less capable posture- be competing with each other for a share of
or even to reveal wartime or otherwise the satellite capacity.
inconspicuous capabilities.

Under jamming, on the other hand,
the capacity available for a SGT is set

2.1 UPLINK JAMMING mainly by the jamming level and, to some
extent, by the presence or absence of other
SCTs accessing the same transponder. In

Uplink jamming is a net-wide threat particular, if the 'constant envelope*
and affects all the users. The position of jamming signal is the dominant signal in
a geostacionary satellite to be jammed can the transponder, then the traffic capacity
easily be located, for example by monitor- that may be supported by a particular SGT
ing the beacon Different transporders of will not be reduced, but can even be
a satellite can be jammed by time-sharing increased, by the presence of other signals
if the jammer bandwidth is narrower than in the same saturated transponder (Ref. 4).
the satellite bandwidth. A jammer may Jam
a siugle satellite or could jam multiple The symbol rate, Re (symbols/s),
satellites, for example, by beam-swLtching, that can be supported by a hard-limiting

transponder against uplink jamming. may be
Satellite transponders saturated by expressed as (Ref. 5):

an uplink jammer operate at a maximum
downlink power level which is apportioned
to downlink carriers in proportion to their f - EIRP
received upliuk power levels. Consequently R (1)

the effect of a jamming signal Is to steal a L E f(1-f) x EII1P5 G G * kT
power from the wanted signals. When the Ld" KLN i L .[ S

T
]

jamming power dominates the total uplink a d

power received by the jammed transponder,
the power of the wanted signal becomes too
low to be detected by the user satellite where: EIRP?- satellite EIRP:

ground terminal (SGT). A *constant
envelope' uplink jammer can cause ui to 6 SCT - gain of the SCT receiving
dl suppression of the user signals by antenna;
driving a herd-limiting satellite trans-
ponder into saturation. Consequently. the Ld - downlink free-space loss;
small signal (which is the jammed user
signal in this case) can be suppressed up We - spreading bandwidth;
to 6 dS so that jammer-to-signal power
(J/S) ratio at the output of a hard- T SCT- the noise temperature of
limiting transponder becomes 6 dt higher the SCT receiving antenna;
compared to the J/S ratio at the
transponder input. Spread spectrum signals k - Boltzmann'e constant (1.36
are as vulnerable to this attack as oth-r - 10'9 J/K);
signals. This is a specific weakness of
hard-limiting transponder- and OaM be Ej/N- required energy per symbol
countered by the use of on-board procees- to noise paver density

ilg. ratio to achieve a
specified BER;

A jammer can also exploit the non-
linear characteristics of a satellite f S'/(Ls x Pt) - percentage
transponder by sweeping its signal fre. of transponder EIRP used
quency through regions of worst AN/PN by the desired signal;
conversion of the transponder (Ref. 3). A
jammer can thus fool. for example, the
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S. desired signa" power Sasm a0 W. m

received by the satellite. ft" .,
For frequency-hopping (FH) . -w • *sss
systems. It designates thbe
AUm of all FH tones . ,,•
accessing the jammed C -m IOZ ,
transponder. "

L - limiter suppression loss; -t L -. -

Pt total power received by
the Jammed transponder,o h _ -_ ' -

which consists of the __- - - -

uplink Jamwer power, noise - - -
pover and the sum of ali ' l
signal powers; Ise

ML - link margin (typically 9----
dA for ships and 6 dB for -

other SGTs In the SHP - -
band). _• ,

When the internal noise of the -

receiving SGT is negligible compared to the--
noise caused by downlink signals, i.e. for Loo
small values of f (this is a reasonable s st s oo te li is 1" 121 in
assumption for SGTs with antenna sizes

JAmmnEA EtRP .dOlarger then approximately 20 ft at high Fig. I Spread spectrum multiple access
jammer EIRP levels), the second term in the (SSMA) traffic capacity of a single
bracket in the denominator of (1) becomes SOT as a function of the uplink
negligible compared to the first One. Jamaer EIRP (from Ref. 6)
Then, (1) can be approximated by:

f x W
R -a (2) Figure 2 shows a set of curves5 (1 - f) - (a /'o) - ML depicting the traffic capacity at 7.5 GHz

that car, be supported by a SGT under uplink

Under these circumstances the jamming for rhro% different SCT antenna
percentage of transponder EIRP used by the sizes (40 ft with an EIRP of 0% dBW, 20 ft
desired signal, spreading bandwidth and the with an EIRP of 83 dBl and 8 ft with an
energy per bit to noise power density ratio EIRP of 70 dIW). These curves assume the
become obviously the major parameters utilization of two separate 40 MHz spread
determining the supportable data rate. sub-bands in the same transponder and an
Also note that Re is inversely proportional equivalent EIRP of ten large static SGTs
to uplink jammer power because f is defined (with a total ElRP of 105 dBW) accessing
a. the ratio of desired signal power to the same transponder in addition to the
total pover (dominated by jamcer) received considered user SGT. The jammer is assumed
by the jamsed transponder. to be dividing its power equally between

the two spread sub-bands. The effect of
The date rate Rb (bits/s) is related deploying a nulling antenna has not been

to the symbol rate Re by: included in these curves (Ref. 6).

As a countermeasure to uplink

Rb - Re - r - M (3) Jamming, the user can:

(I) increase its EIRP and the EIRP
where r - code rate; of some other spread spectrum

channels in order to minimize

M - bits/symbol (e.g. M the power stolen by the

1o82m for ma-ry FSK). jammer,

(it) reduce the number of
Individual channels within theFigure 1 shows the traffic capacity wndisiu cals

of a SGC w ith an EIIP of 95 dOW and wented signal.
operating in a spreading bandwidth of 40 (iii) Increase the figure-of-merit.
MHz. Eb/No required to achieve an opera- (iT, of the re -oi -ng riT
tionally acceptable BER is assumed to be 10 C/T, of the receiving SC?
d5 end the EIRP of the considered satellite antenna,
transponder is taken as 35.5 dIV (Ref. 6). (iv) reduce the data rate,

Note that the number of additional V Increase the spread!-;
S#Is present in the network becomes bandwidth; the maximum
insignificant for very high Jammer lis?. operating bandwidth In Sin
However. other user uplink signals access- oILSATCOn systems do not
In$ the Jammed transponder do cause a exceed 500 MNH while the oHF
slight increase in the traffic capacity frequencies permit the use o
when their total power becomes high enough a bandwidth as wide as 2 oHz
so as to prevent the Jammer from steeling Including the guard-bands;
signal power (Refs. 4 and 6).
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on I .• =.•f a mobile SGT. say a ship. whose

Sdownink is to be Jammed, is transmitting
KIMv I s Aim at least intermittently. its uplinks can be

* 40 XLEut,, LAou, a. intercepted to aid in directing the jammer.

stro Coarn s CM , l The role of the air-borne aminar becopes
1A -p eecially prominent here "cause of 14t

Spoceitial dual role in interception and
J- Jamming. Similar arguments apply to
J- -Jamming the downlink signals to a sub-

- - -- - -marine.

o• A downlink jammer can Jam the
-- " - satellite beacon and telemetry signals as

___ - vwell as the communication channels. The
Jammer may attack to distort the timing

information provided by the satellite
beacon in order to increase the acquisition

a - time for new links. to disturb the satel-
i lite tracking or to cause the loss of

telemetry data. The beacon signal received
__._ at a user SGT may be dovnlink-Jammed either

- by a stronger pseudo-beacon signal
S-simulating the actual beacon, or by another

-I Jamming signal not necessarily resembling2the actual beacon. A jammer may also
I:T\r. to dovnlink-jamning a control

g is '09 000 ,s a* .23 3^ terminal. As a countermeasure to this
Ja4 (ER I9P d3 attack, one can envisage a survivable

control concept and a robust method of
transfer of control 1o the alternate

Fig. 2 SSMA traffic capacity of a single control terminal.

SGT in the presence of uplink
Jamming for various values of SGT To Identify the fundamental factors

EIRP and for various receiving in dovnlink Jamming, assume a basic Jamming

antenna sizes (from Ref. 6) scenario as shown by Fig. 3. The received
Jamming pover. J. at the front-end of the
user terminal. can be written as:

(vi) use on-board processing; the

oificient use of unequal up- EIPj CG (9)

and downlink bandwidths makes J - (4)

the deployment of on-board Li La

processing an attractive
choice for EHF systems (Refs.
7 and 8). where: EIRPj- EIRP of the jammer

transmitter:

(vii) use reconfigurablo antenna On 
0

R(
1

)- user receiver antenna gain
board the spacecraft (lef. q) in the direction of the
and jammer;

(viii)use appropriate modulation and La - atmospheric loss In the
coding techniques (Refs. 10 path between the user
and 11). receiver and the Jamming

transmitter;

Lj - (4sRj/)l - free-space
2.2 DOWNLINK JANNIMs loss in the path betveen

the user receiver and the

Downlink Jamming differs from uplink Jamming transmitter;

Jamming in several ways. Vith the ascep- Rj - distance between the
tion of space-borne Jamming. the downlink jammer snd the user
Jamming typically devotes an operationally receiver.
significant olatform (air-borne, ship-borne Uldo
or lrnd-based) to defeat a single SCT By

contrast. uplink jamming aims against the

entire SAT•X network. 0.

Downlink Jamming is closely con-
nected to decoction and localization of a
victim SGT&. Thus, the primary threat to
to identified users or operating areae.
From a user's perspective, the main

Consideration in downlink Jamming it that "'
t _ -!e r 4 a t!om osta rs conz € h• a

situation and clearly differentiate it ftrm
equipment malfunctions so tbat the SCT can

immediately take necessary actions and
restore communication as soon as the Local * mmm G-,

jammer goes away. The worse case would be
that the problem is guessed to be an

equipment malfunction (e.g. low noise
amplifier) and that a maintenance activity
is initiated that could further reduce the Fig. 3 Basic scenario for Jamming and
availability of the SGT. interception

!mm
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Similarly, the received signal power In military Comaunication systems.

at the front-end of the user terminal can ECCit requirements and frequency coordina-

be written as: tion problems impose stringent requirements

on r-rernna sidelobe levels. It is possible

to realize sidelobe levels much lover (as

S - (5) 1ow as -40 dSI) compared to the CCIl

LT La. reference pattern at the expense of
increased cost, weight, size and decreased
aperture efficiency (hence gain)- The main

where: LIRPTO EIRP of the user contribution to far our sidelobes comes

transmitter: from electromagnetic fields diffracted from
edges and struts. Therefore, the sidelobe

GR - user receiver antenna gain reduction techniques such as shaping the

in boresight direction: rim vith a large curvature (so as to reduce
diffraction), the use of serrated edges,

L - atmospheric loss in the loading the antenna rim with absorptive

aT path between the user material, using tunnels around the reflec-

transmitter and the user tor edge. overaizing the reflector (to

receiver; reduce edge illumination) and tapering the
aperture illumination, all aim to reduce

LT - (4SRT/A)
2  - free-space the level of edge-diffracted fields

loss in the path between (Refs- 14-16).
the user transmitter and
the user receiver. Antenna sidelobe levels can also be

suppressed in certain angular regions by
using adaptive sidelobe cancellation

The jammer EIRP required to cause a techniques which basically consist of

J/S power ratio, at the front-end of the subtraction of the undesired signals from

user terminal, is found from (4) and (5): the wanted signals (Refs. 17-21).

GR . f,. 6)2 One can &a well reduce the effective
EILP - T (6) power radiated in or received from the"J S T G R() 8. L T direction of far-out aidelobes by using

site-shielding effects. Hills. vegetation,
embankments and pits, buildings and fences

A close look at (6) shows that the can be used for shielding purposes. It is

capability of a Jammer to degrade the reported that carefully selected si'-

performance of a user terminal is deter- shielding techniques can provide consiaer-

mined by many factors such as 'he J,'S ratio able ýmrro,?¢xeat ýup to 40 dB' in eff.ctive

required to sustain coseunication at a sidelobe performance (Ref. 22)
specified data rate with an acceptable BER.
the user EIRP. the gain and the sidelobe In the SHF band. the atmospheric
level of the user receiver antenna, atmos- atter ation is negligibly small. In the

pheric losses in the two paths and the IHF band, the atmospheric attenuation

square of the ratio of jammer and user path suffered by a space-borne platform would be

lengths. similar to that observed in a SATCON link.
However. air-borne and ground-based

The jammer and user EIRPs are mainly platforms can experience such higher

determined by the nature of the jamming losses, in proportion to the path length
platform and the design of the user system remaining under the maximum rain height.
respectively Space-borne and air-bornoe The atmospheric attenuation experienced by
antenna gains are limited mainly by size, an earth-based platform operating at LHF
while the platform dynamics (pointing frequencies can be euch higher compared to

errors) uetermine the ship-borne antenna that observed by a SATCOM link. However.

gain. This is in contrast with the case provided that an air-borne platform is kept
for large ground-based antenna&. where well away from a SGT. increased height
reflector surface errors, pointing errors results in more effective downlink jamming
and the angle-of-arrival jitter constitute and Interception. because of the reduction
the major limitations on the gain in atmospheric attenuation. Note that the

(Ref. 12). The transmit-or power is atmospheric attenuation at EHF dovnlink

platform-dependent and may be limited by frequencies (20 CHz) is much less compared
efficiency, operating frequency, prime to that in the uplink frequencies (44 GHz).

power, cooling requirements, bandwidth. At heights more than about 10 km, the
cost, mobility, reliability. tunability gaseous attenuation is reported to be close

etc. (Ref 1). to that for a SATCON link with the same
elevation angle (Ref. 23).

The ratio G&R/G-L) Is determined by

the peak gain and the sidelobe characteris- Propagation effects have different

tics of the user receiver antenna. For impacts on the communication and Inter-
example, a fixed NATO SGT antenna is a 42- ception/jamming paths. For example, rain

ft dish with a peak gain of GR - 56 dli at attenuation that is likely to occur for a
7.5 COS. Antenna sidelobes' envelope is small percentage of time is of considerable
assumed to be bounded by the CCII reference importance to the user who is concerned
Tatcern for D/i . i0 0 kD denotes the with the information transmission with high

antenna mlse) (&of. 13): reliability. Therefore. the margin for the

user path is often a permanent feature of

32-25 logo 1' S 0 < 48-d the communication system unless the uplink

C (0) " dii (7) power or F&C are sadptively controlled
*-10 0 > 4a J (lst. 24-26). and this aide an inter-

ceptor. However. the importance of rain
attenuatiou is significantly less for an
interceptor or Jamer who does not neces-



A typical area coverage quiescent Pattern for each of the The percent area coverage available for comnumcatioa sa a
antennas is shown in Figure 2 The beams were ',cighted function of data rate is shown in Figure 3 for each of the four
equally and the beam spacings were chosen to produce a antenna configunatios and thrwe pamm scenioms. As shown
uniform gin ova the coeragie area. As show in Figure, 2 the in t"is fl•gu, the Percent aea, covemg is A decreasing Fhnction
gain is fairly uniform out to 0.75 degrets for each of the four of dama rat. In the one jammer scenario, for example, the
cases. T'he first sidelobe is approximately 25 dB dmmfo m percent area coveraf decreases from &piximA~ey 97% to
pak gain fo the 7-beam antenna. 20dB down for the9-bam U% asthedaM m Iencreases frtn I MCps to64 MChips for
antenna. 35 dB down for the 16-beam antenna and 33 dB down the smaler aperture antenna, aind drops from 99% to 91% for
for the 19-beam anwana, the larger apnrure antenna. The larger aperture antennas

outperform M smaller aperture aw3ntas for each of the three
jammer scenarios, and performance for each of the antenras
decreases as addimonal jarmes- am present In general, the

Ccv.€•.,, v Pahexagonal configuration (7-beam. 19-beam) outperforms the
comparabic square oafigurtion (9-beanm 16-beam), an effect
which is moe evident as he number o jammaers inacre

.--.- !escm a.mana p.---ns

I Area Coverage

- L

Area coverage perfornce assumes that the atellite is,

servicing a user at an unknown location within a specified area.
The quiescent pa•tmn consists of all the bears being on and ,. - .... •
equally weighted to produce a uniform coverage over the fixed

Three jammer scenarwos are considered for the area coverage -..
statistics. The first scenario consists of one mobile jamner --
within the coverage area. The second scenario om siss of one - -

mobile jammer within the coverage ara and one fixed jarr. ..er.
outside of the area coverage. The thud semario consiss of two:i
mobile Jammxters within the coverage area and one fixed Amnmer -

outside of the coverage area. Thze mobile jamner signal is
assumed to be 15 dB greater than that o the user signal at the : '" .
reeiver. the fixed janimer signal is asume to be an additicnal
10 dB stronger. The statistics were generated by randornly (b)
selecting ten postions of the mobile jasrmres) within the arm
coverage. Two additional cases are included in the statistics in
which the mobile lanmeies) is located at one of the double and ....-.
one of the mplekluadnuple crossovers to ensure tlkt worst case
jainmers ar properly considered. The addinort of these cases
may lead to sornewhas nmoe conservative results. " •--

The antenna syem -cancels" an interfering signal by
masrng the mactnang s._mals aW adapinug the weights applied
to each of de el mnt oplamce a pa m nul inth directo of - --

the undesired source 141 For an N-beam antenna, the steady
tate weights W are determined by the N x N correlation mamx -

C a thde antenna elements •id the initial pointing (weighting), -

WV=oC P•.

where --

Pha al has am boe applied to the inital weights. Phasing
would reduce the percent area coverage loss due to the (c)
narrowing of the null to the dsired dirc,•ti-. This effect
becomes less proeosoced for multiple nulls 131. System
performance was measured by calculating the signal to Figure 3 CcvM- area avadabwtv
int'fuencem plus noise imo (Smn) and fromn tht Coamp=g tMe for ech of the four an=na
ener pe- chup divided by the nose (EChi/N0). This value (a) One jamni seano
was then coagared to a threshold of 12-4 dB which was (b)Two jamimerscenano
assumed for link closure (c) Three jamm sce-aro
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I- 1,/2
-- • " • b JJ'>No (9) RT T() • k (12)

-- "No + Jo k - 9

where (C/So)R is gtven by (8). J denotes A close look at (12) shows that the
the jammer power in a receiver bandwidth of interceptiur. range changes with soma
W. factrrs which are determined by the user

transmitter, the atmospheric losses and the
S'nilarly. carrier-to-noise power characteristics of the interception

density ratio at the interceptor may be recqiver (Ref. 31). Since some of these
written as: factors are already discussed in connection

with Jamming factors, we will be concerned
with. those associated only with intercep-

T- (O) c ion:

° 'JI (i) The figure-of-merit of the

interceptor antenna is a
where: GT(P) - transmitter antenna primary trade-off parameter

gain in the direction for detection, since the
of the interceptor; search area within the field-

of-view of the interceptor
LI - (4wRI/X)' - free-space decreases with increasing

loss in the path antenna gain. Note that the
between the transmitter interception range is directly
and the interceptor; proportional to the inter-

ception receiver antenna size.
al xtmosphoric loss The desire to maximize PDbetveea the transmitter favours antennas with large

&nd the interceptor; beamwidths so that large
spatial sectors can be rapidly

(G/T)r " figure-of-merit of the searched; however, detection
interceptor antenna in and sensitivity considerations
the directica of the will likely be the primary
transmitter, drivers for the antenna

design. To in-reasa the
lThe parameter d

2
. which is a measure detection capability for a

of the post-detection (output) signal-to- fixed coverage area, inter-
noise power ratio of a radiometer (energy captor can opt to use larger
detector), can be shown to be related to antennas and a greater number
(C/No) 1 . the carrier-to-noise power density of them. Another alternative
ratio required at the input of the intar- is to use scanning antennas.
"cept receiver for a specified PD (probe- which implies a reduced
bitltv of detection) and PF (probability integration time. Assuming
of false alarm) (Refs. 32 andk 33): that the period of the

scanning cycle is less than or
equal to the transmission

duration, then only a fraction
d - - k1l) of the transnistion time could

"be o*aerved by an interceptor
Recent advances in phased
arrays and multi-heam antennas

where - correctior factor in using will evidently offer many
Ga.saian stat!stics at the advantages to an interceptor
V%.tput of the energy (Refs. 9. 34 and 31).
(square Ila) detector %hen
it should be chi-square (ii) EIRPT (thus PT) ie determined
statistics It is a by the system design
function of PD. PF" and Obviously. the EIR? in the
the TWI product •or a directton of the interc-otor.
spr-od spectrum signal. PT GT(0). should be kept at
the tlme-hendvldth product minimum for decreasing the
is large enough (even fnr interception range This car
relatively imall valt-es of be achieved by minimizing the
T) to allow the use of ttansmitter power and the
Gaussian statistics, then sidelobe levels of the user
V - 1: transmitter antenna.

T - total iniegf*-eon time. (iti: SIR denotes the effective
post-detection signal-to-noise

WI - bandwidth of Inter.ception ratio at the interceptor to
receiver, achieve certain detection and

false alarm probabilities
The post-oetectton signal-to-noise Th:s depends $n the

Spower ratio required to achieve a certain interceptor design, the
and FA es,,nd. on the interception integration time end the

receiver A signal it assumed to be interception bandwidth.
detectable with a PD and P . if d rxceeds
eome threshold value SNR a non-jamming (iv) Forcing an inlorceptor tq use
environment. thia leads to en interception a wider bandwidth and a
range RI. which is found from (10) and shorter integrario, time is a
S(II): clever strategy to reduce the



Interception range (see (12)). losses are ignored in the SHP band but, in
However because of the the ZHF band, they are assumed to be 12 dB

(T/WI) type dependence, the (range: 240 ka, interceptor height: 9.1 ka)
likely effect of this strategy for an air-borne uplink interception
may not be very significant, platform and 4 dB ICCIR region H, 51 outage
For example., an increase In and 20" elevation angle) for a space-born.
the inereaton bandwidth uplink interception platform (Res. 1 and
from, say, 40 MHz (typical for 36).
SHP band) to 2 CHz (at 44 CHz)
would decrease RI by a factor based on the above assumptions, the
of 2.7. In case where the variation of the interception range with
whole SHF satellite bandwidth the IRP of the user transmitter In the
(- 340 MHz) is used. II would direction of an interceptor, PT GT(

1
), Is

be reduced by only a fac:or of shown in Fig. 5. from which the following
1.55. conclusions can be drawn:

As far as the LPN pmrformance is (i) EHF offer@ an imprcv..d LFI
concerned, superiority of or. or the other performance compared to SHF.
of the two main spread spectrum techniques.
namely direct sequence (DS) and FH, is a (it) The user signals, with EIRPs
controversial issue (Refs. 36-38). The higher than approximately 20
frequency hoppinS wsveforn provides tre dBu in the direction of an
interceptor with options in receiver design interceptor in the SHP band
that can improve interceptor performance and 35 dB= in the EHF band.
such as dividing the spreading banewidth can be detected at ranges
(which any be much wider coapared to that closer than 300 km or so.
offered by DS system3) into channels ane Note that an IRP of 20 dBm,
dedicating a narrowbanJ receiver to each in the direction of an
channel. While this approach does require interceptor, can be achieved
a greater investment on the part of the with far-out sidelobe levels
interceptor, it increase. the probability as low as -30 dBi and O00W
of Interception (Bef. 38). On the other transmitter power. With a
hand, OS signals can easily be detected by 6-ft antenna size, such a
carrier and chip-rate detertors which are transmitter can realize a peak
relatively simple and inexpensive. In EIRP of 89 dbm (in the
practice, most of the interception tech- direction of the user
niques offer similar performance to that of satellier) at 7.5 GHz (Ref.
a videband radiometer, 39). This terminal can hardly

support a 75 bite/s link ever
In slow FH systems, an interceptor under nuisance-jamming

may be able to detect and recover inform&- conditions. This may provide
tion from each hop, Fast hopping nay be a clear exaxple for showing
generally better since It reduces the the vulnerability of user
integration time and cotasequently leads to systems against interception
reduced interception range. However, when under jamming.
the hopping rate exceeds the data rats.
non-coherent combining losses at the user (,ii) Since the interception range
receiver would require a mstrhir,& increase is directly proportional to
in the IRP of ths user transmitter, thus the interceptor antenna size
potentially reducing the ECCM capability of (see (12)). doubling the
the system. For an improved ECCM perfor- intcrceptor antenna sizc (I ft
omnce, the system designer hae to determine instead of Li ft in Fig. 5)
the optimum hopping rate as a trade-off doubles the interception
between non-coherent combining losses, range.
dohopping implementation. synchronization
and vulnerability to RBJ (Ref. 36) In view of the *bo~e considerations
However. practical considerations may one can conclude that tne LPE performance
probably dominate in the choice of hopping of NLLSATCOK systems can be improved and
rate, particularly as arguments about the the interception range can be minimized by
enemy's ability to detect and possibly the following:
follow a FH signal are highly speculative.

(C) Operation in the EHF band.
Although it is highly ace.

3.1 AN EIXANPLE UPLINK INTERCEPTION nario-dependent. it is obvious
that the ENF band is more

suited for LPN purposes
To coopers the effectiveness of the compared to the SHP band.

in-oerceptlor threat at S• F and EHF fre-
quencies, lot us consider an interception (ii) Maximizing the effective
receiver with a h-ft diameter antenna and spread spectrum processing
4OO'K nose* temperature. Assume that the gain, i.e. reducing the date
Interception receiver operates with a PD - rate end/or increasing the
0_9 end 1. -j10'*; this requites a post- spreading bandwidth.
dec of at least 7.6 dl The
assumed integration rime of T - 62.5 mas (iI) Reducing the eidelobe level of
corresponds to one hop duration of a 16 the user tranamitter antenna.
hops/s PH system. The interception to decrease the power radiated
bandwidth is taken as 2 ONz for IMF uplink& In the direction of potential
while, in the SHP band. spread bandwidths interceptors and t.) increaoe
of 40 "He (typical for DS systems) and 340 the antenna discrimination
NHz (typically Ma kimfm available PN against Jamming signals.
bendoedth) ere considered Atmospheric

L
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4. RZPZA?-IACK JANXING

% RJ, which is a threat mainly

against slow FH and hybrid systems.
consists of intercepting, processing and
re-transmitting the signals, received from
the user transmitter, to the user receiver
before the user system hops to a new set of
frequency channels.

To be effective In RaJ, the
differential path delay between the repeat-
back Jammer and the user receiver (the
difference in time delay between the
propagstion path and the path via the
repeat-back jammer) should be less than the
difference between the PH signal dwell time
and the time required to process the
intercepted signals (Refs. 30 and 40).
Thus. higher the hopping rate, more
protected the FP1 system is against RBJ and
closer the RAJ platform must be to the
propagation path.

Apart from the above restrictions,
there are other problems associated with
RBJ. A large portion of the hopping
bandwidth must usually be monitored by the

M 0 411 @interception receiver of a RBJ platform.
In presence of many communicators in

different channels, the interception
NA receiver may be faced with a formidable

Fig. 5 Variation of the interception range signal-sorting problem (e.g. time of

versus the ZIRP of the user trans- arrival, direction of arrival, etc.) in

mitter in the direction of an attempting to isolate a small number of the

Interceptor. PD - 0. P 110-4 intercepted signals to be targeted (Ref.

SNR - 7.6 dl. Integration Flme TI - 40)

62.5 mas. (G/T)I - .6 d9 at 7.5 0Ht RAJ applies to bcth up- and down-
and 7 dG at 44 0Hz. L - 0 dB Zir links. In contrast to an uplink repeat-
SHi, a bnd o2 d and 4 dplforne r ec back jammer. a downlink repeat-back Jammer
tiV31y air-borne and space-borne EHF can intercept all downlink channels within
interception platforms. the coverage area of the satellite.

RBJ can therefore be a potential
threat only against slow FH systems. This

(iv) Kinimite the user EIRF and the threat can be countered by increasing the
duration of transmitted hopping rate. This, in turn. increases the
signals subject to communi- cost and decreases the reliability of the
cations requirements. To RaJ platform, makes the synchronization
satisfy higher ElRP require- more difficult and puts limitations on the
&onts, one should increase the switching time of PH synthesizers (Ref.
antenna size instead of the 4C).
transmitter power while
keeping the sidelobe levels as Re:epicv, there has been consi-
low as possible. Thus. derable interest in the vulnerebi'Ity of Fal
sidelobe radiation is kept at systems to RAJ end the required counter-
a minimum for Al and LPE measures (Refs. 41-44). Among the techni-
purposes ques suggested to partially alleviate this

threat is a randoi FH/FSK system which
(v) Take full advantage of site diffirs f;om the tiaiitional metheds bastd

shielding and propagation on fast FH techniques (with attendant
effects. syncLronisatloa problems) and consists of a

slow FH system which is yet not susceptible
(vi) The .PE vavefor, of choice is to 25J. This technique involves the

FH over as wide a spreading selection of the FSK signalling tones
bandwidth as possible. Vhera (during each hop) poeudc-rendomly from all
LPE rather than Aj is the signalling tones available in the FH band-
overriding consideration. time width. The effectiveness of a repeat-beck
spreading in addition to Jammer c€n thus bo reduced drastcally
frequency spreading may also -inc* such a jammer can follow end Jam only
be considered (Ref. 34?. Note the signalling tone frequency over which
that AJ and LPI represent the data is sent (Ref. 41).
often conflicting modes of

operation.

(vii) Ensure adequate operatcr
training in LFi procedures
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Discussion

Pro, lce
In your chart, where you showed throughput verus jammer EIRP, you were assuming that the receiver was not linear. Am I
right or wrong?

Authors Rely
I think we assumed that the receiver. to sthow an acceptable perfornmance, should have an EwN,, which is equal to 10 dB.
10 dB is sufficient for an acceptable performance. That is a generic number - it doesn't necessarily correspond to a
particular specific equipment. But it doesn't have to saturate the receiver.

Dr O.Fekstead, CRC, Canada
(i) What form of intercept device did you assume? Was it a wideband radiometer?

(ii) Have you done any example calculations of detection range? I am concerned that, even with spread spectrum.
detection ranges can be hundreds of kiknnetres.

Asttbor's Reply
(i) To keep the results more general, we modelled the interception receiver in terms of the post-detection .signal-to-noise

ratio required to achieve a certain probability of detection and probability of false alarm. So. the results appl% to an%
interception receiver.

(6i) The results of the sample calculation are presented in Figure 5 of the paper. Figure 5 confirms your opinion that
detection is possible at vcry long ranges even when spread spectrum sytems arc used.
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PERFORMANCE OF MILSATCOM ADAPTIVE ANTENNA SYSTEMS
IN PUTLSE JAM.MER ENVIRONMENTS

W. B_ ail andl1. M Weiss
The Aerospace Corpiration

P.D. Box W4247, "o Asigeles, Ca.200
U.S.A.

ABSTRACT within the interval between t = t, and t = ,i, the transient

MILSATCOM antennas which a" a b55nw gradien ,ada- response of the weight vector during the interval is given by
tive nulling algorithm to cancel interference respond differ- *() e-i ' ~t) *t --t$S 2
cntly, to pulse jamumers than to continuous wave (CW) jam- Itq, -s +4' 2

mers with the s"me peak output power. For a pulejeac Wnitr, where 14(t,) is the weight vector at the start of the interval.
the antenna ahapts to cancel the interference whien the jam- It is generally convcni..it to define a normalized time variable
mer is on Lad recoveirs toward the unadapted state when the
jammer is off The adaptation time constants are approxi- r ka' (3)
mately proportional to the received jammner signal power and where a2 is the variance of the assumed white Gaussian noise,
the system noise respectively; the 'attack" time constant is ana omhecvric atx
generally much smalle~r than the "rlase" time constant. An adanraie oaincmti
effective pulise jammer exploits this time dependence to pre- -(4)
vent the antenan from fully cancelling the interference.

For a particular antenna system, the worst case pulse jam-
mer for a given waveform, can be expected to occupy a well- so thaa the reults art independent of the particular Lhoices
defined region of the operating space defined by the aspect for k and or'. The unit of time in this formalism. r =1.
angles, signal power, jamnmer power. duty cycle, and pulse corresponds to the "release" time constant i 1/ (ka') which
repetition frequency (PRF). In this paper, the effect of eachs characterizes the time required for the -weights t'o reach their
of these parameters on antenna performance is investigated equilibrium values in the absence of jamming.
for a multiple pulse jamiser environment. The worst case op-
erating space is identifed for typical MILSATCOM antennas ITER
and the charactetristic, the operating spaces are compared. 1.TER
Under certain well-defined conditions, antenna performanice Consider a single ja~rnm.-r with fixed amplitude, position.
in a pulsed interference environment is worse than in a CW% pulfe-repetitioin frequency (PRF). and duty cycle. If the
interferece envirooment. jammer turns on at time r =- 0, the weights will exhibit a

transient response as they settle toward equilibrium (Figure
I). The equilibrium response of the weights is characterized

1. INTRODUCTION by a time-variation that is the same from one jammner pe-
rnod to the next: the weight vector at the beginning of the

Adaptive antenna processors which use a linear gradient jamumer period is thus equal to the weight vector at the end
least -mean -squares (LMS) nulling algorithm to cancel inter of the jammer period (Figure 2a). By equating the~se weight
ference are potentially vulnerabe to pulse jamnmers. Such sectors, an expression for the equilibrium weight sector If~
&lg'withmii can he characterized by "attack" and "release" at the beginning of the janmmer period can be obtained:
time constants which describe adaptation to the jammeir on
and off states respectively. An effective pulse jammer ex- IF0 E2 E I
plots these time constants to prevent the antenna from fully[E -,) *+i i'Icancelling the interference. Previous work in this area i1-411,fI- vt,'+(I. wt(5
suggested that the vulnerability of a paxticular antenna sys-
tem can be highly dependent on parameters such as jammer where
aspect angle, jammer duty cycle, Land cooperative effects of E. 16)
ansLtiple pulse jammers. is the exponential matrix for the ss- inters-al between jam

In this paper, the performance of multiple beam (MBA) sner state changes, r, is the time at the start -of the interval.
antennas in the presence of pulse jammners is isivostigated, and *. is the covarianice matrix for the i.:1-The time-
The four antrenaso which were considered. 7-elemeat ard 9 d sp'endenc, of the weight vector for the entire jammer tie-
dle-nert army* using an aperture diameter of 71 cm &m§4 16- nod can be obtained easily from Equation 2 once this inifial
elm. * t and 19 delemet arrays using an aperture diameter of weight vector is known.
It I d , weir designed to provide an ares cco-erage diameter Figure 2b shows the generic response of the wirights to an

of rial Eimswuely I S'. A %ails, couspariason htuwnve a 7. interferc'ce cn-i-onmcnt which inrludes ses-eral such jam
eku eat linear wsay and a element MBA was dess-ribed in usi If the state of one or more of the jammisers changes at
a, pa-Eiiess paper 4 time r . s., the weight sector responds according to Equa-

The adi thoryof ow lieargraiew salin sytem tion 2. Assume that there is a master jammer period Tv
Thes basic thoryuse oefe c how a s bie en gaivent aL4.n s'stem such that Tj,' f, is an inte~sq for all of the individual jainmer

rsponds wgto whlsed aterfere toecha t"been given s fsas The seds T. Since lbs weights so the end -.f the master in~er
adaptiex atweigh sts sfyich e ,.ed to ontlthotpt f- va. must equal tOe weights at the begnni ng of the master

adapiveantassasatsfyt~neequtonisterval, an expseoftao for ti,. can again be r'btained-

4.- k4W =c/eS (It .

whene H. is the comsplex weight v, ctor, 4 is the covarsance W
mathix, Ais theLMSlimpopiiaindaadisThe stfersngv-Clor
A pulsed UsAtfieace ame s is diaractensued by dsscontinu H E~l f), II E.)*,#
9411 aaplitude changes wimch occur FA discerte times I z- 1,
Ulit is -Asusaed that the interference amplitude is constant
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Figure 1: Typical transient response of aull depth to a pulse
jammer

period)..

where ni is the number of intervals in the master interval W,,
(equal to the master interval divided by the shortest jarnmer ***

Ill. ANALYSIS TECHNIQUE WI

In order to investigate tlir adaptive antenna response to tJ~~

Dulsed interference, a computer code was written to solve r. TLME
fot the equilbriums time-history of the weights, using Equa.
tjosss 7 and 2, and calculate the 3ignal-to-interference plus Figure 2: Typical time- varis on o1 equilibrium weights for:
noise ratio lSINR) as a function of time over the masterj am- a)one jammer. b) multiple jamnmers
men period. The antenna performance was theni evaluated
in terms of the mean bit error rate. given by

I j IV. SINGLE PULSE JAMMER
2 Ti The results of the analysis for a single pulse jarnmer are

by assumning a differential phase-shift keyed (DPSK) wave- shý,wa in Figuries 4 and 5 for the 7-element anid 9-elemernt
form. This relation is valid as long as the bit rate is much NIBA's. Each plot in these figures shows P, as a function of
larger than the jammrer PRF. It. order to approx-imate the one of the operatizig parameters (.jammner elevation, jammer
effect of hasrd war! errors, null drqith was artificially limited PRF,jamrner power. and user power) with curves parametric
in the couiputer code to a maximum value of 30 dli. in duty cycle. Be-cause only two paramieters varv in earh

plot, the others were chosen so that interesting portions of
The analysis was performed for two feed packingi geome. the parameter space are re-presentril.

tries for earch of two MIBA aperture diameters. The patterns e MAFiueashwP.safnconfee-
for these anteonast ant showsi in Figure 3. For the 7 1 cart aper -imn 1R.Fgr4asosPasafctnofev-
ture, 7 element hexagonal and 9-erletment square pack feeds %ion for duty cycles from (7W to W ' in powers of 10 (fo the
-ere conss~eped. For -he I II cm apet ture. 16 element hexag- 7-eletment hexagonal pack MIBA. The solid lines represent T.

anal and 14-ireleent square pack fee&s were considered- For *hen the anttenna has fuily adapted to. cancel the initerfer-
all four stateariaa. the peak gain of the individual beams anad wince and tOw dashed lines Indicate the corresponding P. for
the beanm specimg were. chosenr to produce an area tosersagi an usiadapted antenna. The jammer period in this exam-
with comparable gain sMi1 a diameter of approxiinatelv !.5 pie is 0,0t. the jammrni power is 2tv dHN. (dB above noise),
The 71 cm antennas usces a unifcvra feed illumination witit a the jsimnm-r azimuth is O'_ and the jammier is assumed to be
5 dBi edge taper while the I II cm anteunaas used a Hessel Li m~onochromnatic The user is on hv'resite with a power of 0

a 10 dB pedestal ferd illumisnations with a In1 d13 edrge. tape-r. d8N Near the 0* elevation of ther user, the antenna is not

The elievation amoir is defined as the angle between the ray v,-ry go"c at cant ellung janimers and (7W 1 anmrrs maintain
dire-ehona and hi'resite The specifications for the-se antenna, at: adviantage simaly on the 6asis of larger ave-tag- power. In
ate listed in Table I the Branksi of the overage area. however, pulsec jainmersi can

be considerably resort effective than C%% jamnmers- In this
The variables which describe the jammei-5 I power- band regon, nulli1 hi-comes leAss effectivr with decreasing C it)

widti eir-vatioa aasmi auimuth. period. ass J PRF), the receiver cycle so that *. appr"'.che the unadipited value. The effect
'bandwidth), Sad she user tpuwier. r*vat-ti sodi ainmtlsh) is patritics..arly evidewt ,t fu - f I` ditty rycle jammer Out-

dAcne the paramsete-r space "r a partecular antenna system side of the rosurage area. the sidelobes wre suffitiently low

The goal of this work was to identify th~ce. p--rtions of the that no anIr'aers pr-,disce bit error rates above the chlipping
param~eterr Space for Which Pis wors for pWlte jammers leveli of F.- 10 * The results for other aximuths ame quid-
than for CW jammers and to compare the results for differ stativtly similar due to thet approximate irrular sYmneirtr
cut MBA configura.1 Ong Ualoitunately. the large number of the elements.
of dimensions in this space made an exhaustive search of aill
parameter combinationsa unfeasible Insitead, the code was The variation of F. with the other parameters can be demon
se up to loop over two parameters at a time so that an ex strated by fixing the jammer elevation at 0.8", corresponding
teiaive directed search could be performed. In this manner, to a Jamm~er in the flankq uaf the roverage area. Figure 4h
it was poissible to t~evelop a Qualitative understandinit of how slit .wp h-)w P. var. ies w .ith PRF for such a jamimer. For slow
F.~ varies with ea" of the parameters, based on this urder puise jaminewrs tie . in FRF is ;cirs ih. i. iequi-ewvv.i to

standing thos portions of the paratnieter space for which a jammer period less than the system time constant). F~
the polse jamnmer TP was worse than that for a CW jamn incireasers with' increasinst PRF until a maximum is reached
nmet we"e adeatilied and furuther analysis wait performed on near I'RF=l At higher PRY's. 7, decrease* again to the
these subepsee. The parameter space which w141 searc hed (Vi value for higher duty cycles, hut for lowri-r dutv cycles
is shown in Table 2 P,. becomes independent of PRF At the lower duty% cYcles,



Table 1: Antenna Paaeters;

Diameter (cm) 171 1 71 l1 f 11 111
3 dB BW(deg) am.60 sosa 0-43 0.45 %\~
Peak Gain (dB) 43.6 42. (4057 40.0 P' T
Bewm Spacing (deg) 0.65 0-5 _ 04 0.4 T0 I-
Edge Taper 08) -5 -5 .10 -10

Table 2: Pairameter space searched in the studyt______________
Componieut Parameter Range of Values 0~-s . s
Jammer Elevation -w-9 to 90 r

Acinirth Wf to 18) _____________

JNR -20 to 4+60 dB
PRF 10-1 to 1&3

Duzty Eyck~ CWtQolO'
Bandwldth CW I-

Receiver Bandwidth fixed0
User SNR_ -40 to ±20 dB 0

the pulses bave become sufficiently short that little a-dapta.
tiou takes plsace wh~ile the jammer is on anld the F. is nearly 2*

that of the unaidapted wanenna..

Figure 4c shows how the response to the same jammer Figure 3: Antenna patterns for the four MBA's
v-aries with jammer power. A low power jammer produces a
T, which is below the dipping limit of Y, 10 a. A high
power jammer produces a large 15. which aspproaches the un- the coverage area. 2) jamsmer period shorter than the adap-
adapted value of T, as a result of thle null depth limitation tivv system time conlstant, 3) jammer power approximately
of 30 dB impoaed to simulate hardware errors- This brittits 0.25dB above noise, 4) low jammer duty cycle, 5) user power
.iun is al$o CeSP003ible for the cusp in the 10-S duty cycle greater than -.15 dB above noise level. In addition. high PRF
curve at a JNR of about 30 dB. Thsere is an intermediate pammecrs hisie the valuabie attribute that T, is independent
regon from approximately 0 dBN to 25 dBN. howev-er. for of PRF for certain duty cycles.
which F. is considerably wors for pulse jammners than for
(W jamnmers. As was found in the study comparing the linear array with

an MBA N5. there are a number of general rules which guide
Figure 4d shows h-vw the response to this jamnmer varies the choice or an optimnal jammer for a particular antenna.

with signal power. At low signal powers, F. approaches a First, pis'se ja~mmers can be more effective than CW jam-
vabie 4f II S for all duty* cycles At signal powers above - iers with the same peak power when the jamnmer is in the
21) dBN, 75, deireases raplidly for CW and higher duty c 'ycle sidelobes or coverage area flanks. The primary exceptions
jasmuncs. indicating the effectiveness of the nulling For the are very low power users and very high power jarnme:z. Secc
lower duty cycle jammers. however. P7 doe.; not differ con- ond, for jabmmers in the flanks or sidelobes. the effectiveness
siderabli from the unasdapted value until near 0J dBN as a of pulse jammers does not increase monotonically with jam
consequence of the less effective nulling of these jammers mer power. Pulse jammers of moderate power can thus be

as effective as high power pulse or CW jammers. This result
9-eLement MIBA. Figure 5 shows similar plots for the 9- is in contrast to previous work, which suggested that null

element sqIuare pack MBA B-ecause or the higher sidelobe depth 121 or worst cas- P. !4! is proportional to the average
levels in this antenna, F. values above the clipping level o-c- power of the pulse janimeT. As is indicated by Figures 4la
cur in the first sidelobe. as shown In Figure Se. As with and Sa, logF. is proportional to average jammher power near
the co~crage ares flanks in the T-element MBA, low duty the center of the area but not so iii the flanks or sidelobes.
cycle pulse jammers ate more effective than CW jammners Third, as has been shuwis previously 1,4ý, the optimal jam
in this region, with P. values approaching those of the un mer period is generally comparable to the time constant of
adapted anicenna. Figure 5b-d are qualitativelY similar to the adaptive antenna. However, near optimal performance
the comparable plots in Figure 4. indicating the 9-element can be obtained in particular cases if the jamnmer period is
MBA responds to pulse jamnmers in much the same manner sho- er than the adaptive time constant: such a pulse jam-
as the 7 .element MBA. Minor quantitalive differences can mer is considerably mnore robust than one which is designed
he determined from the plots, to reproduce the presumably unknown time constant of the

adaptive antenna Fouirth, an optimal value of duty cycle
If-ekement and 19 cLement MBA 's. Analysis of the 16- can be identified for a particular antenna-

elemenet square Land 19-element hexagonal MBA's shows that
the responsie of these lairger aperture antennas to pulse jam- While it was asisumed for this study that peak power is in-
users is 4shwaitvtiely simLIlat to 1hit of the 7-temeient and dependent of duty cycle, mitrowav. power devices are gen-
9-element arrays. Figuare 6 shows P, plotted as a function Of eraliy more efficient at low duly cycles For a given input
elevation for both antennasi, indicating the similarity to re- power, peak power at low duty cycles is typically 10 dB
s~its foe thwe smaller aperture antennas shown in Figures 4a higher than for CW operation- This result provides an ad-
aiVd Sa. Only minor quantitative differences exist between ditioisam advanitage to pulse jamsmers, paurticularly in light of
ail four antennas, suggesting that performance is ant very the low duty cycles which were found to be most effectiver in
sensitive to the number of elements. the packinot geometry, thi study.
o1 the aperture sie,

Gen"ra chiar-aeeruabson. For these antennas, it is possibleV-MLIEPUSJA ER
to provide ageneral Cbaracterisata&on Of the parameter spaee To investigate antenna perfornmance when multiple pulse
(fe which A is wonte foe pulse jamuser than (fr CW jam- jalnmers are present, a seood jammner with lited psarameteras
oen. This sptee is cometraimied by the following qnalsttive was; added to the simulation and the loop calculations were
features I) pAmmer sangnar posritsoa in aidelobes or flanks of performed as with the single jamnmer Multiple rums were
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Figure 4: Adapted (solid) &ad unadapted (dashed) mean Figure 5: Adapted ("lid) and inadapted IdashedI mean
BER versus operating space parameters for the 7-element -41ER versus operating space parameters for the 9 element
MBA with one jammer MBA with one jammer

made with different parameter values to determine parame the second near the center of the adjacent beasm. The jam
ter dependeacies. To evaluate the impact of the second jam. mns operated in-phase with persod 0.01. The first jammer
mct, the "combined" bit error rate obtainesi bN performing had a fixed duty cycle of 0 1 and JNR-:I0 dBN. The sec
the calculation with both janmmers operating aaUrt&taneoualV ond jammer had a variable duty cycle (corresponding to the
was compared with a 'summed" bit eirror rate determined by four curves in the figure) and a JNP cLtosen t's give the same
calkulating t;eeSINR foreachjammev separately and adding, average power as the first jammer In Figure 7b. th, jam.
Any difference between the combined and suimmed bit error menr were located a. an elevation of 0 S* and azimu•hs of
rates indicates a coupling of the jammers or an inability of 0 and 0°, corresponding to positions near the center of two
the antenna to simultlaneouuly null the jammers to the level adjacent eiams. The jammers operated in anti-phase with
that each can be sidled sepaately. period I. The first jammer again had a duty cycle of 0 1 and

JNR=I0 dR. The second jammer had a variable duty c-
cle but a fixed power of JNR- 10 dBN In both figures, the

A large number of cams were examined for all four MBA small deviation of the "summed- P. from the "combined-
coelgurittion. No cases were found for which the combined 5, can be acctunted for by the inexact nature of calculating
jammer perfonsaace difered from the summed per'-ormancr a -summed- I..
by more than the computational error limits Figure 7 shows
two example of two-jammer scenarios for which the 'com. While it is dea from temporal plots in these cases that
!m-ned" Pý wits cainr.ps.-rd with 'he ";~rmimd' 1.f;the 7 :.he ffsti tso our JOiiisi1r kail alffes the respu:5ses; to other
element MlA. In both plots, T. is plotted versus SNR with jamners, the equilibrium bit error rate appears to he unaf
the "combined" V, shown as a solid line and the 'summted" fected b) any coupling. Thus the null -pull.off" effect, which
F. shows as a deased fine. In Figure 7a, the jammers were has been suggested as a potential problem for linear gradient
located at an elevation of 0.8' sad azimuths of 30' aod C*. adaptive systems 121. does not appear to affect the equilib
cormspoodag to one jammer midway between beams and rium noling solution when evaluated in terms of P,
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Discussion

Pro lace
The null depth ts, of the order of 30 dB. (Can you commint on that?)

Ather's Reply
We artificially limited the null depth to 30 dB. essentially to simulate the effect of hardware errors which typically prevent
the ultnuat Limit on the null depth from bemg obtadnube.

Prol. Ince
(Do you assume) the recewer is linear? There are no capture effects. and so on?

Awhos Reply
We simply ,olve that differential question: so vanous non-hnear effects that come into a seal systcm were not included.

Prol lace
Do vou intend to produce a prototype of this antenna"

Autbors Repl
No, this is a computer a"lalLys otib, Directis. %c rc going to do more computer simulations %% ith 4ferent orl,, f jamming
probilems. that's all.



Performance Tradeoff of MILSATCOM Adaptive Muikibear Antertnas

David IL Seesaisk, ht IA. Weiss. Young S- Kim

Lml Angeles. CA 90009-2957
U.S.A.

AbsbudI - NM.SATCOM sasiseilu Coimninib applications The 71 cnx antennas assme a cireulair apent=r with uniform
may rujune servicing a coflectiom of users distributed over a weighting giving a 3 dB beanwitith ol! 0.6 degrees in the EHF
locaLized geographical xrra in the presence of interfering noise frequency baud. The center -toceter bearn spacing is 0-65
sousues. Recen interest so such apphcanions has focussed on the degrees for the hexagonal ltIc and 0.57 degrees for the square
use of adaptive miling antennias to cowuantcrtzrfertace by lattice- The I II ca. antennas assume a circula apewrne with
shaping the radiation paitern in vepose. to the signal Bessel on a 10 dB pedestal weighting, giving a 3 dB beaswidtb
eavruonmeci. Thtis paper compares fte nuilling perfonnance of of 0.45 degrees at EHF. The cetrt-etrbeam spacing is
gitoballed multi-beam aneawas (GMBBs) for hezaaonal anid 0.45 degrees; for both fte hexagonal and squart lattice.
square feed arrangements for two reflector diameters.
Pafcannauice is chaacuerired by the percent of ft wovamg area The: above peesam listed in Tabl I along with the peak
available for consuannamio paramererired by data rare (area gain (asum~ting appropisre losses) doable and triple / quadruple
coverage mode) andi by user Ip~ma selpamhacio resokwuto (spot crossover points, and edge talwr Thve losn associated wvith the
beam mode). crossover points amc with respect to the peak ga&1 of each

configuratior. The apertures, weighting, a&W edge uaper are
chome to be characteristic of current and fuur antenna, systemns

I Introductioin arid to proluce sidelolhe levels that reflect situal experience.

MIISATCOM satellite cmuiaonapplicazions may
require svicing a collection of tsers distribute over a localized
geographical are in the presence of instrfenug noise sources.
In order to provide reliable area coverag performance, the
reesM mmna shoUld reje Ct ineMOCCasoc outsid Ci fnCMSeag
a=e while Wauseag" MerfererIce wwhin the aoverar m /

Spread seaIm- techniques have been traditioally used to 9N
counso- interference. To achieve farther noise ze~ecion. remen
interest has focused on adaptive antenna processing. Adaptive
antennia systerns counter Interference by shaping the anrwa
radiation panr~n in respontse to the signa environment- An
adaptive sysam consist ofa Munltiple elernent anstmna followed
by an adaptiv processor which measures the incming sipals
and -cancels" an tinserfernng signal by adapting the weights
applied to each of the delneets to place a pattern will in the
dIrection of the undesired sourc.

For this study, a gimbelled msulti-beamn antema (GMBA) was - . .I?

selected for the antenina, syustem The GPABA is a moechanically
seteemble MBA based on simpl technology and can be easily -

implemented on a spacecraft. The GMEBA provides coverag to
users daspersd over a fixed area against a variey of janwmr.
threara tsh secally ha sidel th fall off rapidly outid the
coverage area- The faswsn that most influence the GMBA I
design are the desired nulling resolutio and coverage area&-
Resolution is afuncton of the atmadm t andwavelength
and covrag area is detenrmned by these parameters and the
mninter a( beams

MC jd)

The focus of this paper is a comparison of nulling
perforrmance fur -hffenag GMBA comfigixasiona. Two teed
atrange-sK. hexagonal arid spuartwe. N ozdfor reflector F g= 1 . Antenna Coufig~znons
diamew of 71 arid 11 I ewI The M14 f haqnd (3) 7-beam hexagonal. (b 9-bearn squmt
was selected to liw numarn size and umprw uve miln resolution (W !9-benm hexagonal, Md 16-beamn square
within the chosen coverage area diummer of 1.5 degrees.
Perafoenc is evaluated in,~n of the percet area coverage
available for communication , r Itv by daa rar for the
am covera~e awde, and die user /jwinm ernpuarawn resolnion

fo tesp. ernuw .7 Be 9 11 16 Rem 19 cn

A-C*tuW Ckw VfCwcw Coo"ilAaamaCwidasaci U km U0dc10 fc"C an Dea a

Fit=n I dilltrsnes the fow an~ configmusioss waiedis n sdeaw 71cm UtGI OATin
this OWpN TIM comparison configurations for the 71 cUL. N sont (0)e 43.6 421 467 4&C
ademnra consist of a 7-bern hexagwa lattice and a 9-bernmid 06S 05S? 0 43 04-T

qtea~.Thecomuhie cmfimar a~de =q:::t.hc 0.325% 0UM5 &M2. ow2.
r~fýcoung ofa lY-uernhm pa atc and a 16-beam Tabl-~ 67r, tidor. ouiw. *tr.

apame lacie Thehbalf pow-be= wib its a:fucwso atthe -vý471* -53 6 4.03* AS3 A
FMof aIar-m .weitiag reflhcm Fue , .avewangi.. and GOP Too WS) .5 .5 0 10

edwtw 1151h7e cearivo bernqain was cbhsw
to ucimice a 1-5 degme AN ON~uae area Tabic I Antenna Configiuatmm



afl;fflS is Mfown = iiin1ur Z~. In OiCU QC127 WCI&M=iZ~U 'rLunc Oi 071 UIA~ -3= issltywil ill i-1rU1; J 13)1 151.Ai M UC ILOuT
equally and &ze beam spaicings were chosen to produce a mantena configuraiions; and three Jamnaer scenanos As shown
uniform gain over the coverage amea- As shown im RSMu Z. dhe in tiks figuse. the percent Area Coverag i a deciensAg function
gain is fairly uniform out to 0.75 degrees for each of the four of data rawe. In the one jammerc scenario, for examnple, the
cass. The first sidelobe is apprmzimzv.el 25 dB dow. frhi petrcet area coverage dncreases from approicimatly 97% to
pcak gain for the 7-beam an-tenna 20 dBdown fbcw ibe 9-buan M2%as fte data rar increases fr=m IMWhips to 64 NM iups for

antena, 5 dBdownfor he 1-bra antnna W 33dB dwn he salle apfrud:aitsrifrand ropsfr to99 91o%9fofo
aorethe 1935ea dontma the large aperture anteenaa aT 3d larger aperture anteninas

foreror the 19-blam aprnrtennnsna.ec otethe
- - janiin.e:. scenarios., and Performan c for each of the atna

decreases as aditional janinme are present In general, the
C-.wsern Io~n hexagonal configuration (7-beam. 19-beam) outperforms the

_______pabli _____aqlmr configuration (9-beans. 16-beam), an effect

1hc more evident as the mibrroff ojamitners inctease

'iiz Ira_).rg :sctv-tm

'IC -(a-

Il Ara oe-

Are&I~ coeaepromne-sme httestlieiservicing ~ a~ usV at an unnw2oainwti pcfe r
The~~~~~~~~ quecntpn cnit o l tebas en -n n

wiwft oerag axrea Thrie secodscenat c.t cau of-1 one

outw~o~thear IllAreap Thoveragens caitom

Ausieao h coverage perfora.nce somes thatmter sate-lle is
usuervn ao user a5 dn unknowthn latio withen ma speigned arethe
1dBsrne.The qe scetpatencsistis wfalrte beamse byinganoomay
sequlyin weighstedn tof pthde aoii unifomcvrae wvr iehi theedr

coveagiec. Twe fdirttscnali coasies of onea mobihe jmutcinc
whithn the mobilae a~mrea- ise soaeod searion ofsthe dofbl one
mobie of in wihhi theudr crsovers ge aeandsooe thatd wosjasrene
outsid arte mapel conerage.ed The thdd iteaioonsit of tweecae
moail kad nm srwthin mom covservage, amesuad nefs-~ arnr- - -

oTshe anthenn covtemagecarels" ane i jntererin signal by
assnse tohe 15dBin esterh tha that c the wserightsaplia ted~~
tecivr- the eleed tt planer sgal isasum nlli tohe an rcition of

covunesraed Twouc 14dtina case arincluded iantna the astecsdy

states areigt prodeermyicnieed bythe NddiNcorltion oftesmatrex

C t he antenna eylements cels t an intea orfeing (wignalnby

Phatang has not been appled to fth inmuai weights Phasing
would reduce the percent uram coverage loss due to the (c)
nalTowimg of the null io the desired directein. Ths effect
becomes less promounced for multiple nulls (31. System
performance was eas~ured by calculating the signal to Figure 3 Colitrage a-ea avaslabiLity
iUtef~rCaeZx pilus Unj,9 rain (SUZ)A01 and uiM V00 USC for CMh V1 ihaC [ULU Ah itau 1&
energy pe" chip divided by the norse (E~hitpl%). lisValue (a) One jamm scenari
was then corriarod to a threshold of 12 4 dB which was (b) Two janu scenario
assumed for likcl c) Three jammer scernaro
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Table 2 gives the percet anm coverage for tno inlm data However, the area inside the rng is also nulled and thus is not
rates, 8 MChips and 300 MChips, which correspond to available for w ninncatioa Tt e 16-beam antemina prodces
umluiploed voice trunkting and sensor data urtiAig. As Table 2 similar results to the 9-beamn sateana but with a further

shows, the area coverage availability at dh 8 Mhips data rae is narrowinig d the null ring area. Only in the 19-beam case e
S92.4% for the 7-beam antenna with oe jammer and 86&8% for two distinct nulls producec. The ana betaw the null& though

the td jammer scenao. For the !9-beam antenna. the area of reduced SIR, is available for 'a"
coverage availability is 97. 1% with one jammx and 92.1% for
the dute jammer scenao. At the 300 MOiips dam rate. the 7-
beam antenna area coverage availability is 63.3% with one
jamnmer and 53.7% for the three jammer s•nario. For the 19-
beam antenna, the area coverage availability is 81.0% with one q, AM •VW hro"

jammerand701%fordthe dnw jammerseenaio. D=, 1 7B 9I BM • 6

Contour ploa of SM as a fmction of positioa within the "I 1o" *1- 3 W, WA Ii

beam are psýtented in Fn•rpe 4 for each of the four antenna , sp 6613 61.1 10.7 11.0

configurations. The jammer scenario conusits of a mobile
jammer at an elevation of 0.12 degrees and an azinmuh of 46 Am vr , .-- p
degrecs and a fixed jammer at a elevation of 09 degrees otside .• i , 9( ,1 ,
of the coverage area) and an azimuth of 90 aegrees. Thee ON, am 7__m 9_ea _1_&=____

locations ame &enoted by an asterisk on each of the plots- The I 8Mo 913 H. 95.5 9&
plots are of 1.0 degree radius to show the effects of both 00 ,tck 59 35 79 77

janmeri

The 19-beam antenna demonstrates the bent performance With
distinct nulls clearly placed at both jammer locations. In 7_ _ 141 19 I
contrast, the smaule apeure antennas show difficulty rtsolving SUM 1.2 .14 n2-,
the jammers. The 7-beam antenna forms a "null ring" [21 53-7 0' V, .9 's-
passing through both jammers rather than distinct nulls at the
jammers. The ara inside the ring 's not nulled and thus is
available for communication. The nul ring represents a Table 2. Coverage maea availability for voice
deterioration of area coverage. The 9-beam anennia also forms multiplex trunking(8 MCiips) and
a null ring. but it is narrower than for the 7-beam antenna. sensor eaking (300 MChips)

1 -1.0 -

00 '' 0--

10 1.0

'• " / I;' l/ll:

0, . 0-0-- '_\_=Z
1 _ " .1"0-

.1.0 0.0 1.0 -1.00 0
(a) 7-beam hex (b) 9-bean square

" Figure 4 C t .t -\ a t- ".. \

~, "/rxX,•

i , ,.\• 4.'I , ; ; , -,,

.2I I /

(c) 16-bea Squl."ve (d) 19-beam hex

Figout 4 Contowr plots for a two jammer sc~enario
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IV spot Beamt

Spot benam pufsmane asmeas, that tie ow location is
known within a beam. 7m stemdy sat weightt e calculated as
in the arma coverage mode, but the initial pointing vector is * " .....
chosen such that the beam covering the uasr is weighted unity
And al odwe beams am weighted zero. User/ ins~ sepmtar-ion-c- ----

resolution is obtined by moving the jammer along a fixed path ¶ I
toward the user and calculating the SIR at each point along the
path. As the jaminer moves close t the use, the usersignal uu
falls into the nault ismameasure of the signal i "ravailable from the user when a jammer is located at a given ',
separntion angle away from the user. In the following. the -
dedicated use signal is assumed to be 20dB geatthan that . .4

asswudinthear acoveuageanlyis. -6 S,

Figure 5 displays the SIR as a function of user / janm-,er, _ _ _ _ _ _separation Angle for each of the fourt antenna configurations. i , . .. ,,o ,
For a typical deector, a SIR of 10 - 15 dB is needed for S..,m Ag (40,)
resolution. At a SIR of 12.5 dB, the separation angle for the 7,16, 19-beam configurations vary from 0.045 degrees to 0.051
degrees (the 19-beam being best)r the separation angle for the 9-
beam configuration is 0.074 degrees. As expected. the 16 and Fiure 5- U'ser/'jan mc.: rtsoiudon
19- beam antenna outperform th 7 andl 9-er am~nteas atlarger

separation angles due to the larger aperture. There is no
sipifkant difference in performance between the hexagonal andsquare lattce for th larger aprtr antenna. but for the smaller Refere.nces

aperture antenna, the 7-beam hexagonal lattice clearlyoutperform~sthe 9-bearnsquarelattce. [11 InbnialeWilliam A, et al: Antenna:De~sign and
Technology for Satellite Communicatons", Short Course.
ME Military Czantctos Conference, 1984

vI Monolusice
(21 ,Uyhan, Joseph T.: "Aoansve anoea design

Area coverage and resolution performance we compard for consi s for ,satit2 coymmuocapion antennnas"i
differing GMBA configutnionp Hexagonal And square lforicns idE Proc f Vol. 130 No. 1, Feb 1983
for both a s cgall exg a large antenna a ndrsuue were consl c . N Fb.
The hexagonal l producedbrfeaoerigepe.-,mnce 211 PoLs, B.M.,Mayhan, J f., SUnmonlg3, A.J.: a rotec r
Ther.h#eagae lati for the e size aperture. Thehexagonal factors affBMting angular resoluSion ui an a.Ap.ive
!atuce also produced betsaer rsolution performantcT fon the antenna". aEEE Conf. on Core munoation, June 1981
smallte aperture; the r esolut.o n performance for the larger
aperur was comparabl e ro't weo lattice types. rthe larger [4) Monngo, RobertandMilr.'Thomas: lnmouction
aperture Antennas produced better t perormanc for both area 1! ontngo ARer Wiley & Sons : New York. NY 1980
coveraue and rtennso on than d he sbelter an enn fo The tad rea Wn
choosingalae r apertureissizeandnumbeoffeedswhich is [5] Ramsay. JohnrF.: "tt ambda Functonsr esctibe Antenna

reflected in added complexity, weight, and cost. i/iffraction Patterns", MICROWAVES. June 1967

Discussion

%,iHoekstr. SIIAP Technical Centre, NI.
I am a bit puztled by the crossing (f the contours in the 19-antenna configuration. Is this causcd by the fact that the jammer
%as located north of the uscer In other word%. iould the rectangular array exhibit the same behaviour if the .ammer was
turned through 45"'

Authrw's ltrplý
Because the antenna is not actually circularly s)mnictnc. there %ill be some azimuth vanation Although in this cas the
results were not compared %.ith thoe: for other azimuths. work on other problems sigge-¢i, that the differencr sh.uld nt
the Large

Pro. pace
Why did you consider MBA rather than phased arra).'

Autbses Rv*
Because this was the antenna that was o interest... It was an antenna design that was being studied for futurc applicat"Ons
It was not a matter of looking first at performance in a general sems and then deciding how different antennas were
affected: the interest was in looking at MBAs.
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PASSIVE DETECTION AND LOCATION OF NOISE JAMMERS

by

Dr LErkeuk
Telefunken System Tecimik
Sedanstrasse 10. 7900 Ulm

Germany

I. h1trou-two

Air surveillance by active radars can be obstructed by suitable ECI-M-measures. In the simplest case. noise jamming signals in
the radar frequencies are emitted to disturb the operation of ground based radar.

On the other hand, the various electromagnetic emissions originating from hostile aircraft (ESM- and jamming emissions as
well as unintended but unavoidable emission such as acoustic waves. IRK ...) can be used for locating them and thus compensate
for Lackng radar contributions to the air-picture.

Due to the different nature of these enussions, different technological concepts are necessary. In this paper, we present and
discuss the highlights of the concept for a Passive Jazmer Locator (PJL) developed at Telefunken System Tedmik in Ulm. At
present it is designed to process CW-type jamming signals.

Results of several field trials carried out with an experimental system that was built on the base of this concept are give i.

2 Operanoamw TAwk

Ground based radars are mainly jammed by airborne jammers emitting specific signals in their operating frequencies. PJL-
Sei.sors are dctigiid Lo respuiad to this threat by locatirg the jamming aircraft by measuring and wuitabl processing the
jamming emissions (broad band noise signals).

As passive sensors do not have control over the characteristics of the detected and processed signal, angular strobes are the only
spatial information that can possibly be obtained. Actual location of jamning aircraft has to be carried out in a Sensor Fusion
Post (SFP) by using simultaneous angular information from at least two sensors. The available strobes are simply interse-cted, a
procedure commonly referred to as "TrianguLation-. Its principle for the simplest case of one enutter is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure I Principle of triangulation

In multiple emitter scenario,, triangulation displays considerable complexity as mot of the resulting strobe to stroxb
intersections do not correspond to actual emitters. They arc referred Io as Tnangulanton-Ghosts:
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EmEtter 2 Emuwr

>G<

Sno 1 Sensor 2

Figure 2 Problem of ghosts:
Interseciion G could correspond to an emitter, the outer strobes could result from sidelobes or false alarm.s

There is usually a variety of combinations of the resulting intersections that could account for a given intersection pattern. The
process of distinguishing true emitters from ghosts is called kdeghostmgt. One way to approach it is by observing the kinematic
behaviour of all appearing intersections (%clocity, acceleration) and then suppressing intersections with nonrealistic motion.
This clearly requires high precision of target location along with sufficiently high update-rates for strobe inforn,ation.

Furthermore. only partial instead of omni spatial cowerags. insufficient angular resolution and sidelobs complicate the
triangulation procedure as can be seen in the following figures:

SFe e i I Sensor 2

F"igure ,3 VUe to limited spatlial coverage of the t%%4) wn,•i,,. ,-! !-, gh:,t!:,. , ;l
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Emittr I

Sensor 1 Serto 2

Figure 4 Insufficient resolution and false alarm. Two interpretations are possible:
I. There are two emitters. not resolved by Sensor 2

2. There is only one emitter, Sensor 2 reported a false alarm

We conclude that emitter location has to be precise. complete and unique-

But even when this is the case. kinematic deghosting wvint remove all ambiguities. Therefore, additional significant correlation
supporting object features (signatures) have to be extracted and reported to the SFP. preferably on request (for narrow band
data link), to ensure their complete removal.

We summanze by stating the operational task for PJL-Sensors:

Detection and location of aurbome jammers
* precise
* complete

unique.

- Extraction of characteristic emitter features to support deghosting.

3. Proposed Concept, Function and Entities

3.1 Hardware

In order to achieve completeness of jammer detection, full (simultaneous) spatial and frequency coverage is necessary

To meet the former requirement. a •ircular affay antenna is used for spatial sampling of the wavefield- Each element is
equipped with a broadband superhet i|ceiver and 2 AD-Converters (for I- and 0-channel) for digital processing of the
received data.

The oiperational frequency range is covered by scanning through it at a rate determined by the needed update-rate.

3.2 Sop warr

To ocnsure uniqueness, high spatial resoluton is indispcnsable. In order to limit the size of receiving aperture (mobility).
high resolution signal processing is to be used. Sidelobcs should be recognized as well In addition, an algorithm with high
precision target parameter esrtrimtn -- necessa.ry. For that reason. PM.IF algorithms (Pararricti. TaiSci Mudei Firingj
are appropnate Although being rather elaborate, they show high precision performance a~s the parameters it) be
estmated (source number, azimuth and elevation angles) appear explicitly in the mathematicai desnption of the
underlying signal model

The best estimates for source number and location are gained by fitting rough initial estimtates, extracted from
conventional beamforming algonthm. to the measured data in an iterative manner.

Flevs*iur i; ý•••ctraJ signal rvwcr dcnity, with A ficquency iesolution given by the scanning siepwidth. can be used as
,ource characteristics to suppo'rt the deght•ting procedure In addition, an internal strobe number is determined by a
strobe tracking algorithm
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3.3 ConfWiration and Function

The mapo, cotponens, their ftxncmon and their mutual interaction in a pasve loca"n system based on the concept
described above are illustrated below.

Circular Broad Band Array
with 128 Elements

Sidelobe alN

128 Receivers I
25 AD -Converters

Medium Software
I Conventional Results Functions

Bearormirng

I •gn Resolution L
Sgnal Processing

SItii7%1 I

Recogniron of
s4elobe False
Alarms

I Suppression ol

Reflections

SS!robeL __

Tracking

Strooes ýAz & F',
S .,natures

Sensor Fusion Post

SV"erm ctnfiguration and functlon%

4. Features. Ad,•waat•s d & .;Grmh Potenial of the (oncep

Without further comments, we list the properies, advantag-' and potcntial of MAS-•I:R

- Offnieoverage
- high spatial resolution with small antenna
- high accuracy in azimuth. elevation and power
- h•gh update rate
- few and low udckolbs
- supression of re-ilelons
- scanning of frequency range (broad hand)
- scenano-,laptiity
- enend•iblitr, to include ESM-functions
- optimal basts to use of mlaterat3on
- modular cunfiguraucin possible
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5. Descripuon of Eaper"isuental S•s•e

In 1984, the German BWB initiated and since then supported the developmcnt of a PIL-concept and the realization of an
experimental sensor, with still limited performance, at Telefunken System Technik in Ulm. It became known under the name
MASTER which stands for the German -Mobiles Adaptives STorer-ERkcnnungssystcm- (Mobile Adaputv Jammer l-cating
System).

In the first phase (until 1987), basic mivesuatiom to define the suitable hardware (antenna) and processing units wer carried
out. Following it, the hardware and software modules were developed and integrated.

The crucial HW-components are shown in the picur below.

Antenna with rectivers and Al-convertc._

Snge receiver and AD-converters

MASTER Expenmenui System
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SW-Modules umplemeated include-

* SW for calibratin of receiver array
* SW for sesor coat__"
S Signal procesi i strobe tracing

Sensor operation can be interrupted any time to renew sensor tuning (calibration). This is necessary because lugh fidelity-
signal de-tectin is required (less tm 10 deg phase and 15 percent amplitude deviation between chanas) to ensure the desired
performance. For tat purpose, signal generation and distribution test measurement is incorporated. ln the following section we
present some results gained by processing the measured data.

6. Rielts with Expeimestal System

In order to prove that the required performance can be achieved with the experimental system in a real noise jamnmer
elvironnment, several field triah were carried out with the assistance of the German air force. 7 ftjamming aircraft (1 -3) were
tracked by meo ground baewd radar for referece datz TRML in Ulm and CRC a suveillance radar in Freisig.

In all timn sc•tiom and frequency windows evaluated, resolution performance and acmracy were as expected. Figures 5 and 6
below illustrate the gin in angular resolutim by use of superroestion processing of received dam during time periods of
lengths 15 and 50 minutes respectively Two aircraft appirou the passive sensor, cross each other's path and then turn into a

da-ular paneL

J: :1

Sa U,- . - -. ••I I- .-

4C4

< ., -

g -..

1100 Tune [mej 2700 sioo 0m0 [sc 270D

Figure Sa Angular strbes after bemfortming Figure 5b Angular strobes after superresoluion

I,

''2 .TI

VS.-1

loco TkM (OV I 10 0 WK) TOM (MCI sow

Figure 6a Angular strobes after beamformutl; Figure 6b Angular strobes after superresolutlon
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Discussion

Nlr 'eis
%%hat is the frequcnt) range of the systcm"

Author's Reply
-he antenna ,ssNicm range is from 2.4 Giz ro 6 (Il'{. But (in the c-asc of) the rtceiers x~c (made) to cost. uc restri.ed
their frequenc' rang, from 2 S( G(Iz to 3.1 (Ilz. But wc have produccda fc%% -- I think three - rci:cicr-v, %rith the %,hle
frequent:% range that the antenna i% designed for and mea-sured the accurac, of performane in that range for phase and
amplitudC to confirm that %c %isold rca*h the same (sytem) performance toser the full) frequcn,. range

%Ir D-Jernints
What tcchnifu•U. cre used it) remowe jammcr roflection and hoi Jid sou ensure Ihlt I.rnuinc ,ammer signal, cre not
inadscrientln remio.&Jd')

Author's Reply
The-' haw.: d ilf*.cnt proTertic,. %%c use the follosing features to dentIN reflection,

T- The- ehtb! ks! monor than, ;amrnn.,
- -fher oaer %inatirn (sehasiour is different
- The• are expe•ctd to shoss significant correlation (complex %alue) with candidate, for reflcecton

E.Balboni. Charles Stark l)Traper [ahorator.. US
Pica.- comment on the fcamhiiiti ot real-time application of this tia*king s,,ic.m trom a hardia-c and softiare

.4ulhors Repis
The operatnmal freqwency range is scanned in such a %a. that c%:cr. frequencV mtndos, of interest is processed at the
required update rate (I second) To do this. a reduction by a factor of 1(.0XX) in the processing time is needed Studies at
Telefunken System Technik J%_hA that a factor of IW(O1 can he achieved v-a arram processing and other techniques The
remaining factor of 10 %ill be achtevcd through algonthrnic simplifications, selective use of high resolution, and
exploitation of future prcrsming speeds. Present dselopment shows that this is possible.
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A MODULAION QUAITTY FACTOR FOR LOW PROABAUNU OF "NTERCM (LPI)
CONMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

by

13-. Preseefi' Lswareue Gwom and Darn Cmonaiv
Wright Research and Dcwkpni Ceicr

Wright-Pancrso AFB. Dayton. 0H 45433-6543
United States

Abstract The purpose of any LPI communication sys-
tem is to successfully conduct communications

LPI system quality factors were developed in a between a cooperative transmitter and receiver
previous effort [1) in order to provide a quantita- in such a manner as to minimize the probabil-
tive analysis tool for the system engineer to em- ity of interception by an unauthorized receiver.
ploy in evaluating the effectiveness of LPI tech- The communications system is assumed to have
niques in the presence of jammers and intercept a variety of techniques available for reducing the
receivers. These LPI system quality factors were probability of interception. For example, the
derived from the system link equations which de- transmitter may employ steerable high gain an-
scribe the signal power gains and losses as a func- tennas and emit a signal with low power density
tion of system link parameters. In this paper, we and large time bandwidth product. The corn-
focus on the issue of LPI modulation by defining munications receiver may have null steering an-
the modulation quality factor. The LPI modula- tennas, adaptive interference suppression filters,
tion quality factor is a measure of the covertness and employ coherent processing. On the other
of a particular type of modulation when detec- hand, the intercept receiver has similar available
tion is attempted by a particular type of inter- technologies - steerable antennas with low side
cept recaver. The utility of this quality factor is lobes for eliminating inadvertent (or intentional)
illustrated by examples and performance curves jamming, and adaptive filters for excising nar-
which demonstrate the concept. rowband interference, for example.

The principle players in the LPI somario each
Introduction have critical characteristics which can be easly

evaluated and compared. For example, the com-
A typical LPI scenario is illustrated in Flgnre munications transmitter is characterized by its
1, representing any situation in which a .ocp- transmission power, type o( modulation and an-
erative transmittr and receiver are targeted bk tenna characteristics. The communications re-
Jammers - which disrupt the communications e- Leiver characteristics are defined based on some
ceiver; and intercept receivers - which attempt t,3 minimum received bit energy per noise power
detect and exploit the transmitted signal. SiL.e density ratio, Eb/N 0 at the receiver input re-
all players are likely to he present in any realistic quired to provide some acceptable bit error per-
situation, both the communications receiver ý-nd formance, P,. Antenna gain characteristics, re-
the intercept receiver must be able to function in ceiver bandwidth and noise figure are also ia-
the presence of jamming. portant parameters to be considered.

The adversaries to the transmitter and receiver
L*Gce Grtmesc&ad ism Cou"hs ae Usivaty olf W604 are the interceptor and jammer, respectively.

Research & Deidopteat Centet, Wright-Patterom AFB. The intercept receiver is typically a non-coherent
OH energy detector whose performance is established
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by its probability of detection, Pd and probahil. Gt and Gt, account for the gain of the trans-
ity of false alarm, P-.. Its performance will also mitter antenna in the interceptor direction, and
be influenced by intercept antenna characteris- the gain of the interceptor receiver in the trans-
tics, intercept receiver bandwidth and acese fig- mitter direction, respectively. The denomina-
ure. The jammer targets the receiver, therefore tot terms in both expressions represent losses,
the essential parameter in this case is the jam- where (4rR/A)' is free space propagation loss,
mer power spectral density - that it, the amount relatively dependent on the propagations path
of power that can be distributed over the oper- lengths, R. and R,. L. and L, account for at-
ating frequency range of the receiver. Therefore, mospheric losses due to rain, water vapor and
both power and antenna gain play a major role oxygen absorption along each respective path.
in determining jammer effectiveness.

We previously analyzed the relationships LPI System Quality Factors
among these players by performing a simple link
analysis ji1. From this liak analysis we were able The relative merit of the LPI system with respect
to develop a set of metrics for evaluating the ef- to the interceptor can be observed by comping
fectiveness of a variety of LPI technologes. We the received signal-to-noise ratios at the comn-

called these metrics the LPI System Qualty Fac- munications receiver and the intercept receiver

tors, since they revealed strengths and ruiner- [2,3]. Sc/N., is the signal-to-noise density ra-

abilities, and provided the system designer the tio required to achieve some minimum error per-

insight to determine how to most effectively con- formance at the communications receiver, while

centrate system resources. SI/N.. is the signal-to-noise density ratio avail-
able to the intercept receiver. Taking the ratio

The Communications/Int' rceptor Link of these,

The signal power available at both the commu-
nications receiver and the intercept receiver is Sc/Nc = PtGaGgc(4rR.1/A)2 LNi (
perhaps the most important parameter in deter- Si/Noi A P1G,, Gi(4rPr/A)2 L.Nc (3)
mining the performance of the two systems. We Cancelling common terms and rearranging
naturally assume that there is some performance
requirement imposed upon the carnmunicafions
receiver, expressed in terms of bit error probabil- (ýV2 GtXGt Li N, Si/No.
ity. This requirement will dictateu me minimum R. T . c SWc-/. (4)
required signal energy necessary to provide the Where we define the overall LPI quality factor in
specified performance level. The signal p terms of X and
available at the detector input af the commasi-
catio• s receiver, S, can be exprmed W: QL =2 (=) (5)

PIGkGd

= (4rR,/AL, (1) which indicates that any improvement in LPI ef-

In the numerator, P, is the transmitter power; fectiveness will either allow the communications
Ge, is the gain of transmitter antenna in the di. system to operate over a longer range, or will
rection of the comm receiver; and Gt is the gain require the intercept receiver to move closer to
of comm receiver in the direction o( the trans, the transmitter in order to achieve some speci-
mitter. fled level of performance.
The carrier powe" available t the intercept re- We have expressed the link equations in terms
ceiver is: of groups of parameters which we previously

identified [1 as quality factors reiating to the

PIG.G, (2) antenna, path loss, interference and modulation.
(4OrR/A)'L, In this paper we will restrict our attention to

I~~~ M M M
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the modulation quality factor which is defined in where B4 is the data bandwidth, which for bi-
decibels as: nary communications is equal to the bit rate; and

B/1B4 is the spread spectrum processing gain.
( S,/N. ' We can further relate Es/No, to the performance

QMoD 01og \5lN) (6) of the communication receiver using the follow-

and for simplicity we can express the modulation ing [41:

quality factor in terms of a ratio of parameters PeQ{ (9)

QM - S,/N0 , (7) where p is the binary symbol correlation coe-
S /N.• ficient. Solving this equation for &&IN,, and

The modulation quality factor contains the de- including the spread spectrum processing gain

tectability parameters which describe the qual- yields,

ity of communications based upon some accept- S-
able bit error rate P,, and the performance of N- B - fQ) (10)
the intercept receiver based upon some accept- N B 1 -

able probability of detection, P4 and probability For the intercept receiver, we need to relate
of false alarm, Po.. Only the parameters of the its performance to the input SNR available from
signal and the method used to detect Lhe signal the communication signal. T.ere are numerous
are important. Any factors causing the intercept models which accomplish this. The model we will
receiver to require a larger signal to noise ratio use here is attributed to Engler and Howard [5],
to ac"ieve a specified performance level increases and it expresses the predetection SNR required
the modulation quality factor. to achieve some user specified PI., and PF,

Th" LPI Modulation Quality Factor S, x. + V/X-o + 16TiBX.

The LPI modulation quality factor is seen to be Na4TABi (

a function of the ratios of the incident signal to where X. is the intercept receiver post detection
noise ratios at the communications receiver and
the intercept recaver. In order to use the modu- SNR -an nx. = { - receiverQbandwid an

lation quality factor to analyze the performance B, - ;nterpt recaver bandwidth
of a particular type of communication signal we Ti - intercept receiver integration time

need to express S,/N. and Sc/N., in terms (of pr - reciprocal of signal duty cyde

meaningful signal and system parameters. Ps - maximum of [B., B.] + B,
F teiogf u nigcatdisyste ireceivers, weneedto and B, is the signal instantaneous bandwidth.
Frelthe cIN toaperformanicatsoecificatver , Pn FInally, combining (8), (10) and (11), we have

relate Se/N.• to a performaa~e sjeciflcatuxa, P". the expresson for the modulation quality factor:

We will examine a general class of binary mod-

ulation techniques, focusing specifically on di-
rect sequence (pseudonoise) coded BPSK mod- + 1 + B.
ulation; and oa frequency hopped BFSK modu- 4 - T.B•u(/•-( +,) PTPB (i2)
lation.

It is well known that for a spread spectrum which, for a bnary modulation format can be
system operating witai some specified processing expressed as,
gain, the input SNR can be expressed as:

S C ', o + x . + 16T . , - ) (13)
N, B,4 I (8) P. ]
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We can define the type of modulation being tion quality factor accounts for the type o( mod-
evaluated by selecting the appropriate parame- ulation, including PN, freqeuncy hopping, and
ten. For example, the underlying narrowband hybrid PN/FH techniques, as well as the type of
modulation is selected by choosing Pc; where underlying digital modulation (BPSK and BFSK
Pc = -I is BPSK, and Pc = 0 is BFSK. Pure in the case demonstrated here). The expression
PN modulation is indicated by choosing Bd > B, given in (13) can be modified to apply to QPSK
as shown in (8). Frequency hopping is indicated or any other form of modulation.
by choosing the appropriate values of pB and B,;
while time hopping is indicated via pT.

To demonstate the use of the modulation qual- References
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nication receiver bandwidth for two different in- brids in Low-Probability of Intercept Commu-
formation bandwidths. nications," Naval Research Laboratory Report

8025, November 8, 1976.
Conclusions [3]. Paul Crepeau, "LPI and AJ Modulation

Quality Factors," Naval Research Laboratory
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